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The thought of eternity con— soles lor the shortness of life. —

♦ Malesherbes

BOTH CARS SMASHED

New Auditorium
I

OPENING DANCE
Maine's Finest Floor

15

Piece Orchestra

15

FAVORS

DANCING

CAFETERIA
Every Cent Toward Equipment
DON'T MISS THIS FAMOUS
DANCE
TirkeU 50 Cents
156-157

While

Capt.

Earle

Starrett

Everett Snow. Nobody was Injured.
State PiTrolman Stanley Poland In
vestigated.

“MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY"
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100

MONDAY-TUESDAY, DEC. 28-29

Jean Rogers, James Dunn
“MYSTERIOUS CROSSING”
PICTORIAL

MUSICAL

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 30

BANK NIGHT, $25.00
Evening at 8 o'clock
Hilarious Paramount Comedy

“EASY TO TAKE”
With Additional Comedy, Palhr Topics, Cartoon

THURS.-FRIDAY, DEC. 31-JAN 1
Evening at 8 o’clock
Four Star Masterpiece of Gaumont British

A THOMASTON ACCIDENT

“Nine Bays a (puent”

Clarence O. Robinson. 76. while
crossing the street at McDonald's
Drug store, going toward Knox street
on his way home, was struck by the
left mud guard of a sedan dijt en by
Louis A. Marcus of Rockland. Mr.
Robinson's left leg was broken and
he was taken to Knox Hospital. Ac
cording to onlookers, Mr. Marcus
was driving slowly and is held blame
less. The case was Investigated by
State Patrolmen Stanley Poland
and Henry iRoper They found that
Mr. Robinson was lying in the road
only five feet behind the car show! ing that Mr. Marcus was dricing
I slowly.

The Story of Lady Jane Gray
Hailed as one of the greatest films of the year
Also "Three Little Wolves"
Pathe Topics
Paramount News Wooden Parade

SATURDAY, JAN. 2
Matinee at 2.30; Evening 7 and 9 o’clock

“MAN WHO LIVED TWICE”
With News, Mickey Mouse, Selected Shorts

SUNDAY, JAN. 3
Matinee. 2.10; Evening 8.00

Our -great "before Inventory" sale
is in full sfwing ending Thursday
night. Every article in our great
stock at a reduced prloe in this last
minute of the year sale. Stonington
Furniture Co.. Rockland, —adv.

GEORGE ARLISS

“MR. HOBO”
One of Mr. Arliss' most delightful roles
NEW’S
MICKEY MOUSE
COLOR SHORT
STRUGGLE TO LIVE SERIES

AN
APPRECIATION
We wish to express our deepest
appreciation of the fine spirit ot'
co-operation accorded us by HouseSherman, Inc., making possible
the success of our Christmas sea
son organ and vocal broadcasts.

BASKETBALL
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL BOYS AND GIRLS
VS.
ALUMNI BOYS AND GIRLS

Burpee Furniture Co.

A 4-H BULLETIN

Department

A L. Deering, director of the Uni
versity of Maine Extension Service,
has the following to say about a bul
letin lately issued by the Department
“Boys' and Girls' 4-H Clubs [the
bulletin mentioned] is the third of a
series which the Extension Service
of the College of Agriculture, Univer
sity of Maine, has prepared to ac
quaint Maine people with the results
of some of the major long-time Ex
tension -projects.
“Maine has had an enviable record
of achievement in 4-H Club work,
and the present year is no exception,
since 19 out of every- 20 4-H boys and
girls completed their project work
and took part in the local achieve
ment days Other bulletins in this
series are; Extension Bulletin. No.
214—Ten Years in Maine Orchards.
Extension Bulletin, No. 227—Fifteen
Years' Progress in Pullorum Eradica
tion in Maine."

“NEIGHBOR LINDBERGH"
Is What They Call The Colonel At
His New Home In England

Col. Charles (A. Lindbergh. Mrs.
Lindbergh and their small son Jon
celebrated Christmas quietly at their
rural retreat inWeald Kent. England
Oi the same date a year ago they
were aboard a ship bound from their
native land to the country they have
adopted as temporary home.
Since their arrival the Lindberghs
have settled into the life of this som
nolent Kentish village to such an ex
tent that they now have at least a
nodding and smiling acquaintance
with every inhabitant.
To the villagers the American flyer
is no longer merely a-n aviation
hero—he has become “neighbor
Lindberg."
AN APPRECIATION

The officers and members of Wins
low-Holbrook Post wish to thank you
for your co-operation and help dur
ing the Annual Food Show put on by
the Post.
Yours very sincerely,
Gilman Seabury, Adjt.

STRAND
ATTRACTIONS 2
:SCREEN :
JACK BENNY
BURNS and ALLEN
MARY BOLAND
MARTHA RAYE
In

THEY ARE APPRECIATIVE
Chief Russell and the Central Fire Station Crew are highly
appreciative of the gift of a turkey each from M. B. & C. O.

Perry, and for boxes of cigars from Mayor Thurston, Burpee
Furniture Co., Mrs. A. S. Littlefield, and Mrs. Harriet Moore.
156-'

MASKED MAN AT SAFE

First Social Affair In New Auditorium Will Offer Officers Surprise Douglas Gamage, Who Tells
Them He Committed Several Recent Acts
Many Features

“College Holiday”
Added

$25.00 BANK NITE
Positively Given Away Free in
Three Prizes

$10.00, $10.00, $5.00

ALL
SEATS

35 CENTS

Douglas C. Gamage, who is 31 years then went across the street, stole
of age and has been employed in the Chester Clark's automobile, loaded
the stolen goods into it, and drove to
Snow Shipyard was arrested by the
Owls Head, depositing the loot back
police late Saturday night, crouched of a house. He then drove back up
in front of the safe at the Maine South Main street until the gas gave
Central Railroad freight office, and out, near the Livingston Manufactur
wearing a home-made black .mask ing Co.
It was nearing midnight Saturday
From his pockets the officers took a
jackknight of the ordinary sort and when the bell rang at the Police Sta
a pistol or revolver of doubtful value. tion and Forrest Hatch, acting as
Taken to the police station Gamage desk sergeant received word that
was closely questioned by Patrolmen there was a man in the Maine Cen
J. D. Chapman and Fred E. Achorn tral freight office He despatched
who made the arrest, and Sheriff C Patrolmen Chapman and Achorn to
Earle Ludwick who was called into the scene, with the result above told.
the case. Notes were made by Miss Gamage appeared in Municipal
Pearl Borgerson, who subsequently Court yesterday forenoon, dazed and
typed the confession which Gamage nervous, and heard Recorder Ensign
signed in the presence of the officers Otis read a warrant which charged
The story told therein is believed him with breaking and entering. He
by the officials to be the correct solu pleaded “not guilty," but was without
tion of a series of events which have counsel, and his brother, Ernest
caused the city much uneasiness Gamage. appeared in his behalf, ask
ing a number of pointed questions
since they occurred.
According to the confession held' when the time came for cross-exby County Attorney Jerome C. Bur- amination.
rows, Gamage began his career May Fred Heath and Ralph Demmons
29 of the present year when he broke told of seeing Gamage around the
into the State Liquor Store and stole freight office window. Heath thought
19 half-pint bottles of liquor, mak he might be a watchman until he
ing three trips for that purpose En saw the man disappear through the
trance was effected by sawing a bar window head foremost.
Patrolman Chapman told of going
off the iron door and cutting a panel
out of the wooden door, which he into the freight office and finding
pushed in. Rolling the bottles up in Gamage on his knees before the safe.
his coat Gamage went down the rail The intruder wore a black eye mask,
road track after the break, throwing and from his pockets the officer took
the hacksaw and tire iron behind a knife and something that answered
a billboard at the rear of Hewett's for a pistol. He asked Gamage what
he was doing there, but the young
Bottling Works.
Early in the evening of Nov. 25, man made no reply. The officer tes
so says the confession. Gamage held tified that he looked scared, and
up Kitty McLaughlin on Lindsey didn’t say anything for some minutes.
street by the simple expedient of He had been drinking some, but was
poking his thumb in her back to give not intoxicated to any extent. Noth
the impression of using a revolver. ing that he would bother about
At the same time he said to Miss on the street anyhow. On his per
McLaughlin: “Don't look around, son was half of a half-pint of liquor.
give me your pocketbook, and don t No money.
Officer Chapman notified a repre
argue.'' The pocketbook was thrown
on the Public Library lawn, after an sentative of the Maine Central Rail
examination had revealed that it road and then took his prisoner to
perfected to combat the Depression contained no money. Gamage told the police station.
era.
Patrolman Achorn testified to see
the officers that he went back again
Here in Maine we have a rising
the next night to make another ing Officer Chapman take charge of
tide of public opinion in favor of our
the articles above mentioned. He
examination of the pocketbook
fisheries. We have unlimited re
Later that night, according to the said Gamage had been drinking
sources for harvesting and preparing
confession. Gamage entered Perry's some—“slightly under the influence,"
fish products. We have an oppor
Park Street Market through a back but was able to walk all right. Offi
tunity to join with other states in
window, lighted matches, and went cer Achorn remained at the depot
this new march of progress.
away with a turkey in one hand, and until the Maine Central man arrived.
Our fisheries have declined while
Ernest Gamage said that the re
six pounds of butter and some ciga
in other States there has been a
spondent had been drunk for a week.
rets in the other.
steady increase. Once again the
The case was beyond the jurisdic
On the morning of Dec. 20 Gamage
signs of a new era of prosperity for
entered Jack Green's candy store by tion of the Municipal Court, and Re*
America is evident. If the Depart
breaking a window on the Pleasant corder Otis held Gamage in the sum
ment of Sea and Shore Fisheries can
street side, and stole two cases of of $3000 for appearance at the Feb
have its way Maine's fisheries will
Pickwick ale. a box of candy, two ruary term of Superior Court.
not be left behind again.
County Attorney Burrows appeared
cartons of cigarets, a handful of
We have the machinery for a lobcigars and some razor blades. He for the State.
stering rearing station in operation.
We have a definite program for the
rehabilitation of the industry. We
are asking Legislature for an increased
appropriation so that we can join the
other states in making 1937 a record
In his telegram notifying Dwinal of
Zclma M. Dwinal of Camden, who
year in the fishing industry.
was rejected by the Executive Coun his reappointment Oov. Brann ex
Rodney E. Feyler,
cil after being appointed to the pressed his regret that the Council
Com. of Sea & Shore Fisheries. Maine State Liquor Commission by lors did not confirm him as a mem
Democratic Gov Louis J. Brann. was ber of the Liquor Commission.
TO HAVE MORAN’S OFFICE
Judge Dwinal's present term ex
Saturday reappointed Judge of the
pired
yesterday.
Rockland
Municipal
Court.
Congressman-Elect Smith Is Extend
ed Courtesies By Rockland States
man
Representative-elect Clyde
H.
Smith, of the Second Maine Congres
sional District, expects to arrive in
Alexander Hill of Friendship, ap C. Burrows and see what they
Washington, Jan. 1, and will occupy
peared before Recorder Ensign Otis thought ought to be done with the
the suite of his predecessor, Repre Saturday accused of attempting to respondent. The relatives took the
sentative E. C. Moran, on the main wreck a kitchen range in the home of suggestion seriously and went into a
floor of the House Office Building, Mrs. Lizzie Ellerton, and striking her huddle.
until the new Congress convenes Jan. with one of the parts when she
Presently the group returned and
6 when he will occupy his own suite. remonstrated.
the spokesman said: "We have de
Congressmen-elect are usually at a
The recorder found it to be a fam cided, 'Your Honor,' to give him 30
disadvantage in having no offices ily affair and suggested that the rela days in Jail." Recorder Otis decided
until they are sworn in. Representa tives retire with County Atty. Jerome to abide by their findings.
tive Moran has fomally requested
Edward Brown, superintendent of the
behind the couple, brought them to
ARRIVED IN TIME
House office building to turn over
Camden, where Start was treated by
his offices to Mr. Smith and has
a physician.
written Mr. Smith offering him the But Engaged Couple Had
Then, accompanied by his father
use of the facilities.
Adventures Before Xmas and his fiancee, he started by boat
Mr Smith has announced that his
for the island.
Dinner At Cranberry Isle
wife will serve as secretary and that
Miss Stanley is a graduate of Bar
he will select other office employes
Although the automobile in which Harbor High School, the University
as need develops, after his arrival. they were driving from Boston, where of Maine in this year's class, and is a
Mr. and Mrs. Smith have leased a
they are employed, overturned twice member of the Phi Mu Sorority.
house in Washington.
Representative-elect Oliver is ex and caught fire a short distance from
pected about Jan. 4. and his secre Freeport, Miss R. Jean Stanley of YOUR FAVORITE POEM
tary Alex Pierson, has temporary Cranberry Isle, daughter of Mr. and
MY PRAYER
offices in the House office building Mrs. Charles E. Stanley, and F. Wal O my beloved, you who are to me
already. Representative Brewster is lace Start, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil More than myself. God keep you faith
fully.
expected any day from New York
you forevermore, through weal or
liam Start of Camden, arrived at Guardwoe.
where he stopped after his trip to
Perfect
your steps and show you how to
Panama with Mrs. Brewster. Sena Cranberry Lsle in time for Christmas
go;
Shelter
you safely from all things that
tor Hale, who is in Florida, is expect dinner, at which time their engage
harm.
Give you a vision clear, a steadfast arm.
ed by Jan. 1. Senator White has ment was announced.
A will to do work that lies ahead.
Their car overturned at Freeport To
been in Washington a month.
conquer doubt, that wltfi each pass
ing year
early Christmas morning and after
An understanding heart, by wisdom led.
Our great “before Inventory" sale Start, suffering from an injured back And as for me. to free myself from fear.
to grow more keen—and for
is in full Swing ending Thursday had put out the fire with a blanket, May seem
the rest—
night. Every article in our great the machine was towed to a garage, To rise triumphant from each bitter test.
that God In His great love can
stock ait a reduced prioe in. this last Merton Haskell of Camden, an em- Knowing
sec
mlnute of the year sale. Stonington) ploye of the United Display Com- I need you still, and send you back to
in»*.
Furniture Co., Rockland, —adv.
pany of Boston, who was motoring
___ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ —Clive Burton

OUTLOOK NEVER BRIGHTER

Acquaints the People With Success
ful Work Of This Very Important

COMMUNITY BUILDING, FRIDAY, JAN. 1
Games Start at 7.30.
Doors Open at 7.00
Admission 25r, 35c.
Referee, Charles C. Wotton
Dancing to 12 o'clock after the games
Come and see two fast basketball games on one of the finest floors
In the State of Maine
156-157

THAT NEW YEAR’S DANCE

Rockland, was a descendant of Dr.
Moses Robinson, one of the early
settlers In the town of Warren. He
was a son of the late Patrick P
All plans are complete for the available. Simply telephone Wilbur
and Susan (Gerrish) Robinson. His
parents moved to Tenant's Harbor lireat opening dance at Community Senter for details.
Unquestionably the season's most
when he was a boy, and there he at Building auditorium on Thursday
colorful
affair, many special features
tended school, meantime learning the night. Every cent of the proceeds of
will
be
provided at this dance in
blacksmith trade with his father. the big event will go towards equip
They did much of the Iron work on ping the structure and present indi- cluding favors, balloons and confetti.
Surprise features will also be brought
ships built at St. George and Cam
front and center during the evening.
den, and as a result of their labors
The
affair will, of course, be infor
became possessed of a considerable
mal.
amount of vessel stock.
The new check rooms in the main
After the death of his father, Levi
foyer
will be opened and a refresh
Robinson came to Rockland and
ment booth will also be provided.
worked In the blacksmith shops of J
Special decorations will be used and
Fred Hall and Franklin L. Cum
every convenience offered the big
mings. Ill health compelled his re
crowd. Dancing will be from 9 until
tirement about 20 years ago.
1 o’clock.
He lived necessarily a quiet life
This historic dance, the first in the
which found its compensations >n |
new
building, will provide most peo
the rearing of a family which has
ple with their first view of the audi
made a strong impress upon this
torium. Much has been accomplished
community. He was an avid reader
since the opening of Dec. 18 and
not only of current news but of the
those who viewed part of the plant
editorial policies espoused by various
at that time will be pleasantly sur
newspapers. His kindly spirit won
prised with the progress since that
many friends.
occasion.
Mr. Robinson was married about
A 15-piece orchestra, first dance in
53 years ago to Clara Simmons, who
the new auditorium (informal) and
survives
him,
together
with
three
ACCIDENT FATAL
j every cent to the equipment fund—
sons, Homer E., Albert T. and Joseph
I all these features are headliners. The
William (Walter, the 9-year-old W. Robinson; one daughter, Mrs. C.
Friendship boy who was run over by L. Morris of Arransas. Texas; two Frank A. Tirrell, who is active in the [ general dance committee is headed
Great New Year's Dance
by Robert Hudson and includes Howe
a motor car in that town Christinas , grandchildren and two great grand
Glover, Wilbur Senter, R. C. Perry.
Day. died In this city Sunday morn- ! children.
ing. without having regained con- j Funeral Services will be held at cations point to a dance breaking all Dr. E W. Peasiee. Dr, James Kent,
Charles H. Berry, F. A. Tirrell, L. E.
sciousness. The deceased was an Homer E. Robinson’s residence, 176 local records.
A 15-piece dance orchestra directed McRae, J. H. McLoon. Robert Mc
adopted son of Ronnie Brandley. Broadway at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
by Eddie Whalen will provide music Carty, Mrs. Tirrell, Mrs. McRae, Mrs.
Further action may be taken In de
Rev J Charles MacDonald officiat
for the dancers who will christen the Berry' Mrs. McLoon, Mrs. Peasiee,
termining the responsibility.
ing. The bearers will be John G.
great new dancing surface The ad Mrs. E. L. Scarlott,* Mrs. Theodore
Snow. Joseph Emery, Charles L. Rob
mission fee will be 50 cents per per Bird, Mrs. D. C. Leach, Mrs. E. R.
CARROLL, THE IRON MAN
inson and William Robinson. The
son. For those who wish box seat Gowell, Mrs. W. H Rhodes, Mrs. H.
The Bath Boxer Who Fought Here interment will be in the family lot, sections of reserved seats will be B Burgess and Miss Mary Bird.
Achorn cemetery.
Whipped Ken Pease in Portland

The basketball season at the new
Community Building will start at 7.30
Friday night when the alumni and
alumnae teams, boys and girls, play
the first games In the local institu
tion.
In last year's games the High
School boys won and the girls lost.
This year the graduates hope to be
victorious in both contests.
The alumni boys to date, have
had one practice and expect to have
two or three more sessions so as to
be in tip-top shape for the contest.
In the graduates' lineup there will
be such stars as Nick Pellicane, as
sistant freshman basketball coach at
Bates, Walt Gay, Joiln LaCrosse.
"Massie" Duncan. Dick Thomas and
possible "Gabby" Fowler. These boys
are all former High School favorites
who are sure to make it “hot" for
the High School quintet.
A dance will follow the games and
a large crowd is expected to turn out
and start the new year off right by
having a good time.
Opening whistle, 7.30!

Buster Carroll, welterweight boxer
in Nick Mihalos' Shipping City stable
played the role of “iron man" Christ
mas Day. At Portland, in the after
noon, he substituted at the last
minute to whip Ken Pease. Fort Wil
liams' slugger, in six rounds Jump
ing to Lewiston he “drew" with Jake
Desautels of Dover, N. H., in the
City Hall main bout, in the evening.
The (Bath scrapper had consider
ably the better of his afternoon ar
gument with the hard hitting Pease.
! forcing the bout the- entire six
{rounds. At Lewiston, a few hours
{later, he rolled up an early margin
{over Desautels but apparently the
strain of the afternoon fight asserted
{itself for the Dovef lad came back
I strong to earn himself a draw as
I Carroll tired.—Bath Times.

Evenings at 8 o'clock
A brand new film from the New Universal
First Showing

COLOR TOUR

of

Thomaston was on his way to Port
Clyde yesterday afternoon to attend
a funeral his car was in collisioi.
with a truck operated by Chailes
Morris of Tenant's Harbor. BoJi
I machines were wrecked With Mvf' ris in the truck was his assistant,

at the WALDO THEATRE

Volume 91.................Number 1 56.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Boy and Girl Graduates Ap Levi G. Robinson who dted in this
city Saturday morning at the home

Editor
WM. O. PULLER
Associate Editor
PRANK A WINSIOW

Informal

LEVI G. ROBINSON

BOTH HOPE TO WIN

The Courier-Gazette
NEW YEAR’S EVE

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, December 29, 1936

In Business of Fishing and Selling Fish—Filleting
Sweeps North Atlantic
This is the time of every year
when we review our successes or fail
ures of the past 12 months, strive to
profit by them and look hopefully to
the future.
Iu 1936 the fishing industry has
reacted favorably to the upswing in
general business. Landings are larg
er and sales and prices much better
thkn the past five years. There
seems to be a spirit of enthusiasm
here in Maine and the fishermen and
dealers are hopeful of a record year
in 1937.
Let's look into the future. I am
convinced that the outlook was never
brighter in the business of fishing
and selling fish. From coast to coast
the fisheries are caught in a new tide
of optimism; optimism that has ex
pressed itself in a wave of vessel
building, vessel modernization and
replacement, plant construction and
modernization, new methods of pack
aging. distribution and aggressive and
inspired merchandising.
Filleting has swept the North At
lantic fisheries. Little known varietties of fish are now being filleted
and marketed in rapidly increasing
quantities. We have seen Red fish,
once a drug on the market in its
round state, now one of the three
leading species in point of fillet sales.
We have seen the lowly pollock bring
prosperity to the gill-netters, be
cause of its filleted form. Whiting
too has shown marked increased
sales.
With the introduction of filleting,
has come greater attention to wrap
ping and packaging. Attractive fillet
wrappers and carton packages are
now the rule and not the exception.
Much has been accomplished in the
field of distribution. New develop
ments have been introduced and ex
periments are constantly being car
ried on. seeking greater improve
ments.
As above mentioned, a wave of ves
sel-building and modernization has
swept eastward from the West Coast
during the past year and many out
standing new trawlers, draggers and
smaller craft have been launched
with many others still in the process
of construction. Maine shipyards
long famous for the excellence of
their products are getting a big share
of this work.
Great advancement has been not
ed in the field of by-products. Long
neglected, its true value, in dollars
and cents is now recogized.
There is no end to what can be
said about noteworthy strides for
ward that the fishing industry has
taken during the past year.
Men in the industry will take ad
vantage of the new instruments for
harvesting and marketing that they

JUDGE DWINAL REAPPOINTED

UNIQUE JAIL SENTENCE

x
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THE SUNDAY DRIVER

EVEN BETTER YEAR

The Courier-Gazette

Not the Cause of Most Mo Christmas day was wonderful—no Watch the Old Timer Let 'Em
snow as yet. Roads good as sununci
tor Accidents — It’s the time.
Fly At Friday Nights
Saturday Man
Show
Seventy-nine of the members of the
Rev Newell Smith and wife re

Looms Ahead For Maine’s
Blessed are they which are
Recreational Interests —
persecuted for righteousness’ sake,
Runs Into Nine Figures

for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
—Matt. 5: 10.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—

| 1130th Company were home on leave
Ever since the "linen duster and
; Christmas Day. These men returned
It is my very great privilege at J
camp Sunday, and those who were goggles" era of automobiling the
THE SKY SANTA
this time to wish you and yours a in camp ovqr the Christmas holiday Sunday driver has been the target
7
, most happy New Year.
• 8° tonight for New Year s leave, re- for everything but praise. Not only
Captain Wm. H. \X incapaw
Qf
Mft.ne
I turning to Camden Jan. 3.
has the Sunday driver been the butt
Forgot Nobody On His ment Commission, which as you
of motoring Jokes (sometimes grim)
know, is the State organization en- , The Camp Educational Adviser, but Sunday has been accepted as the
Annual Flight
trusted with the recreational, agii- Russell Thurston, has returned to day when motor vehicle accidents are
Captain William H. Wincapaw
cultural, and idustrial development of duty after a weeks leave of absence most prevalent. The Maine Highway
"Santa Claus of the Skies,” flew to
the state, please let me thank you which he spent at his home in Rock Safety Campaign by figures Just re
Rockland in Adriel U. Birds new
port. The Camp surgeon. Dr Robert
for your keen Interest in our work
J. McCarthy, visited his parents ln leased, refutes this and points to Sat
plane Saturday afternoon, and was
We
hope
most
sincerely
that
during
:
Dorchester. Mass., over the holiday, urday as the day when motor vehicle
down just long enough to take the
the new year we will merit the trust j He was accompanied by Mrs Mc- accidents are most frequent.
owner aboard, and tell a Courierand faith you have placed in us,
j Carthy.
After an extensive review of State
Gazette reporter that all went weil
This newspaper, and in fact all
Police
and available municipal
on his annual Cliristmas trip along
the New England coast. Of his day' newspapers, have been exceedingly
Foreman Carl Piper and Sub-Pore- records covering 11.214 over the years
before Christmas trip the Associated Aind t0 “
have helped l° man Earlyn Wheeler returned yester- , 1933-34-35. it lias been learned that
press sajd.
, keep you informed during the past day from Christmas week leaves. Th? the Saturday driver is the true villain
• Scores of lonely Christmas Eve °f what thls Commission is trying to Camp landscape architect Hans O of the traffic arteries, 19.ST of the
Heistad of Rockport is on leave until
motor vehicle accidents happening
celebrations in coast guard stations do to make this grand state of ours
Jan. 6.
on
Saturday. Priday takes second
a
still
better
place
in
which
to
live.
and lighthouses along New England's
• • • •
place with 16.2% of such mishaps.
jagged coast were brightened tonight The editor of this paper has shown
by Captain William H. Wincapaw's by his keen, far-sighted interest, in
The company boilerman. Robert
Sunday bareiy tops Wednesday and
eighth annual good-will flight.
Giguere
of
Biddeford,
was
honorably
Thursday
for third place with 13.6-..
the development of Maine that he Is
"The famed New England aviator,'
discharged Saturday to accept em- , Wednesday and Thursd*. having
at the controls of his tri-motored a public-spirited citizen of the first ployment at the Saco-Lowell Shops of 131% and 13.2‘7 charged again<.
monoplane, left Christmas bundles ! order; one who many times in the the Boston and Maine Railroad
___
the®, respectively. Tuesday, accordtoday at 24 outposts between here ! past has placed the good of the com- Qlguwe
the c.C.C Aug. 3. 1935. ln8 t0 the figures recently made
and Old Orchard, on a 250-mile trip'munity above his own Interests.
j
member of the 1130th available is the safest day in the
that required three hours.
I As we of the Commission have ,
X 10
! week with 12 4.' of the injuries so
"The keepers and their families travelled around through the state j
cfficiallv completed
charged. Monday is nearly as safe
those of you with whom we have jCamp
P
•
waved gratefully to the flying St. Nick
• • • .
A stu(1y 0( such accidents by hour
to whose visits they have come to come in contact have shown us the
utmost
in
true
Maine
hospitality.
Thf
official
slreng[h
Q(
the
1130lh
O
f
occurrence indicates that 4 a. m.
look forward each year.
' The bundles, wrapped so securely ] By your very kindness you have I Company at the present time
135 1 marks the time of least accidents
that they withstood a drop of 100 j spurred us on to new efforts to make enroUed metnbers. In addition to j and that the trend is steadily upward
feet from the speeding plane without Maine happier and more prosperous., lhesg
[hree Reserve Officers,the with one or two minor exceptions to
bursting contained fresh coffee, cigaWe are pleased to report now that Camp Educational Adviser, and the 16 p. m. this being the occurrence
rets, hosiery for the women folk. and. 1936 saw the recreational business NatlonaJ
personnei numbering peak for the 24 hours. The period
at some of the more isolated places, arise to new heights. More people eigh[ members. Twenty-one of the from 5 p. m. to 8 p. m. may well be
current magazines and
delicacies, visited Maine during this period than enr0;led personnelare on the Camp I called the "danger zone, this period
The cost was defrayed by Adriel U. during any time in the past
Overhead engaged in such tasks asstanding out on the graphical picture
Bird. Boston business man.
Tlie money they left for the prlvi- cookmg painting, and camp main- in decided contrast with other times
"At only one point did the gifts lege of vacationing here amounted tenance; a crew of 40 men is engaged of day.
miss their mark. Flying over the to about $100,000,000 constituting in gre hazard reduction on governAlthogh the decrease in number
lighthouse guarding Kittery. Me.. Maine's greatest industry. All of us ment land iOtl}e two m,ies north ot begins immediately after the peak
Captain Wincapaw shouted "Get figured in the benefits of this great1
canip: 20 men are working on a hour of 6 p. m. a marked drop in
ready—leB'er go!" a moment too late industry which has been made poswm provide toilet facili- accidents is noted after 8 p. m. with
and young Bill Wincipaw, Jr., hls son sible in great measure by the gTeat ties at the picnic area fronting on the curve swinging steadily downwho did the dropping from an open- [ climatic anil recreational advantages Penobscot Bay east of the camp; 12 ’ ward throughout the night to reacii
ing in the rear of the fuselage, saw with which we have been blessed,
are excavating for a water tank for (the 4 a. m. minimum,
the bundles plunge into the water. , Our visitors spent hundreds of the water supply system of the same , Walter J. Brennan. Director. Maine
“ Well, I guess we'll have to try thousands in gasoline taxes alone, picnic area; four men are doing to- Highway Safety Campaign, comagain.' Wincapaw chuckled, and he others left still more thousands in the pographie survey work; and two small ments: "The Highway Safety Camcircled the lighthouse again. This State in payment of taxes on recrea- crews are landscaping and moving paign is necessarily in the diagnostic
time the bundles found their mark tional property they own here,
trees and shrubs.
j stage and these and other figures
perfectly, and the plane sped on
Our farmers, fishermen, builders
now available for the first time furdown the New Hampshire coast with guides, store employes, garage worknish the information so essential to
Charles S. Brown, director of the proper treatment of a very sick
a wave of thanks from the keeper ers. boat builders, laborers, and in
and his family.
fact a vast army of us found employ- Maine CCC camps, said Saturday patient. Now that we have learned
Most of Thursday's flight covered ment by reason of this recreational that the state 'allocation for the next the when, where and how of our au
enrollment of Juniors from Jan. 4 to tomobile accidents, we are attempting
points along shore, although one side trade
excursion was made 15 miles out at I This coming year, we have every ■ 20 will be 367
to learn the all-essential "why." but
sea to a lighthouse perched on a pin- reason to hope, will be even better
this activity in search of reasons will
point, off Boon Island.
i than the past.
We now have 1600 Maine bovsen- ] *>e governed by the adequacy of fa
"Captain Wincapaw, who formerly
This amazing growth of Maine as a ,
jn ccc MaJne camps •• Brown I cilities afforded henceforth. The day
operated a seaplane base at Rock- recreational paradise has been due,
explained the cost of tlie;Cf
hastily-designed.
hit-or-miss
land, Me., started the flights in 1929 not to one thing, but to several As enro]lment of each
from wo t0 i methods in accident prevention has
out of gratitude to the lighthouse I have said, we are blessed with un; gone and R is
t0 predict that a
keepers down in Maine whose beacons surpassed natural facilities. We here
....
! substantial improvement will result
frequently guided him through bad at the Commission humbly hope that
Maine's total allocation from the' in the fatality record as a result ol.a
weather during his errands of mercy." . our advertising, publicity, and gen-, camps
450 including war veterans ' subsequent utilization of our statistiThe flight of Christmas Day cov- oral development has been of some and inexperjenced men who are not1 cal. educational and engineering
ered 67 more stations between Old ' assistance. Surely as great a factor as cnr0]led j,y him. All Juniors enrolled j foundation work of 1936.”
Orchard and the New Brunswick bor-| any, however, has been the gi_:ious- must
sut,mitted to an examina-1
W. J. Brennan, Director
der, and was uniformly successful, ness with which you. fellow citizens , (Jon
j
Maine Highway Safety Campaign
—.„—_—__—.
Doubtless we shall hear more about of Maine, have greeted our visitors.
Your genuine Down East hospital
it in that popular department "Guar
ity has had a profound effect on the
dians of Our Coast.”
' consciousnesses of those who vacation
in Maine. You have made them feel,
THE CIVIL SERVICE
not that they were just customers of,

i

j

Han

Calls For More Competitive curs- but that
...

r

CAN WITHEE HIT!

CAMDEN HILLS CAMP

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

j

ELMER ALLEN S CHAT

Every-Other-Day

were true friends'

, as indeed they are.

Exams
Maine entitled we
are in closest contact with
To More Appointments
these visitors to Maine never fail
------! to be thrilled when they express their
The United States Civil Service ; gratjtude at the treatment they re
commission has announced open ' Ceive in Maine,
competitive examinations as follows:
We are thrilled because we are
Associate entomologist, $3,200 a Maine Pe°PIe Part and Parcel of tbe
best state in the Union; one that we
year, assistant entomologist, $2,600 a |
x
,
feel certain will, in the future rise,
year. Bureau of Entomology a«l t0 greater heights than any of us can
Plant Quarantine, Department of (heights of happiness, peace j
Agriculture.
and prosperity beyond measure.—By i
Assistant librarian, $2,600 a year. Earle Doucette.
Department of Labor.
All States ex.ce'pt Colorado, Iowa.
WITH THE BOWLERS
Massachusetts, Maryland, Minne- ;
_____
sota, Nebraska, Vermont, Virginia, j Bowling stars from the Thomaston
and the District of Columbia, have factOry cf Black &• Gay Canners. Inc.,
received less than their quota of fought it out on the Star Alleys
appointments in the apportioned , Christmas Eve. when the Black Cato,
departmental service at Washington. | headed by Gerald Black, won a subD cj stantial victory over the Black
Informational service representa- Birds. Gardner had high string and
tive. and senior, associate, and as- high total
score:
sistant informational service repreBlack Cats
sentatives, $2,600 to $4,600 a year. G. Black . 75 89 95 79 80—418
Social Security Board.
Grafton
79 82 82 85 84—421
Animal husbandman (sheep and copeiand
70 73 72 85 80—300
goat breeding), $3,800 a year, associ Gardner
117 103 84 80 105—483
ate animal husbandman (sheep and
goat breeding). $3,200 a year, associ J Total .. 341 347 333 269 349 1699
ate animal husbandman (swine),
Black Birds
$3,200 a year, associate ln animal 1 Goss
... 62 70 71 84 67—254
Industry.
' Pease
... 63 68 76 76 80—363
Commodity exchange investigator,
1 Eeebee
90 68 9,3 77 74—402
and principal, senior, associate, and
IF. Black ... 110 82 106 100 81—479
assistant commoditv exchange inves
tigators, $2,600 to $5,600 a year, Com
Total
325 288 346 337 302 1598
modity Exchange Administration,
Department of Agriculture.
Scientific aid (milling and baking
NOW I EAT
technology), $1,800 a year, Bureau of
Plant Industry.
Engineer pilot, $3,800 a year, For
Upset Stomach Goes
est Service.
in Jiffy with BeU-ans
Pull information may be obtained
from Leroy D. Perry secretary of the
U. S. Civil Service Board of Examin
ers, at the post office or custom
house in this city.

turned from a holiday trip Saturday.
The main bout at the Tillson Ave
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Davis were nue Stadium Friday night will be
in Redstone. N H.. last week, called fought by Ken Pease of Warren and
there by the death of Cyrus Barte - I
, Pancho Villa of Winslow, but the act
a brother-in-law of Mr. Davis. Mr. ,
... , ,
„
| which Is quite likelv to steal tlie
Barter was a former resident of this ____
. .
show will be the special bout be'Jiace
. tween Oliver Hamlin , erstwhile
Well, rabbit hunting is now ln full Ro<?kland champion, and Bill Withee.
swing. One day recently there were the elongated pugilist who used to
seven men, seven guns, seven dogs, burn 'em up when he appeared in
tramping the woods
Result, one the squared circle at Bangor.
little rabbit.
There is quite a disparity in
Three robblns were seen getting their ages, to be sure. Bill has seen
their Christmas dinner in the or approximately 10 summers and win
chard of Dr A. E. St. Clair on Christ ters, but stopped scrapping about 40
mas day. One would think spring years ago. Nature put most of his
was here with the warm days and body into length but he* Is quicker
bare grounds. Plenty of time yet than a streak of greased lightning,
for snow and colder weather, but and can he hit? Ask Oliver Hamlin,
looks like an open winter.
who put the gloves on with him for a
Capt. and Mrs Reid Pierson were few minutes the other night, and who
dinner guests of Mrs. Nannie Wheel ls still rubbing a .very sore jaw when
er Christmas Day
ever he thinks of the left which
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Richards, Withee landed.
Clivcr is half as old as Bill and i
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Dow. Mrs. Mary
Gregory, son Charles and Miss Helen twice as wide, and he has fought j
Merry were Christmas dinner guests cnly once in five years. He has some
scruples about "hitting the old man,"
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Allen.
George and Wesley Milts and Svl- as he expresses it, but It Is barely
vanus McKenzie are cutting wood in possible that he may be kissing the
canvas instead of hitting anybody, j
Jefferson.
Back to the Pease-Villa fight. Ken
The new garage being built by H
A Harris is fast nearing completion asked for it, and Pancho need exThe outside is nearly finished. There pect no quarter.
are three entrances and two small
Butcli Wooster and Frankie Carr 1
doors besides show windows. The in the semi-final. Ought to be a
building is 80 feet long and 60 feet good show. Other bouts. Cracker!
deep with cement floor throughout.
Favreau vs. Jimmy Ballantine of Au- {
Waldo Lowe has built himself a gusta: and Slasher Porter of Rock- ,
fine garage near his new cottage on land vs. Battling Rogers of Augusta
Barter's Point. Capt. Samuel Lowe 1
.
was the assistant carpenter.
nesday afternoon, leaving his numerLee Andrews has built a nice log ous duties at this busy season to
cabin on Barter s Point. All the cot- preach the funeral services for hls
tages have been wired for electricity y
dfar (riend
I
and the people are enjoying the ligh’ • __________
Elmer E. Allen 1

Grammar School Notes
School closed Dec. 18 for six weeks'
vacation. A tree and program were
enjoyed in the afternoon by the
pupils and a large audience of friends
and parents.
These pupils had perfect attend-,
ance for the term of 15 weeks: Grade
VII—Alfred Chadwick and Margue
rite Daniels; grade VIII—Lempi Hill,
Bartlett Johnson. Virginia Kinney.
Alfred Kinney Henry Melqui^. Mal
colm Fierson, Joseph Robinson Jr .
Hilding Saestrom and Leonard
Chaples
Elizabeth Hupper. Blanche Chaples
and Prances Mills were absent one- I
half day only. Marion Seavey. Sally
Robinson and Cecil Polky were ab
sent one day.
Honor Roll for the term, (no rank
below 85 >: Grade VII—Elizabeth
Hupper, Doris Paterson, Cecil Polky
and Malcolm Wiley; Grad^ VIII—
Bartlett Johnson Marion Dowling.
Lempi Hill, Alfred Kinney, Virginia
Kinney. Henry Melquist and Mal
colm Pierson.
With the funds from the Thanks
giving entertainment, a basket ball,
volley ball, nets were bought and
poles and backboards erected for
their use. The radio was repaired
and other needs for the room ob
tained. Special thanks are due W. T
Hocking and Merritt Clark for their
assistance.
During the term the room was re
wired that proper lighting might be
given everyone in the room.
A morning assembly Dec. 15 with
the High School as guests was great
ly enjoyed with Rev. Newell P. Smith
as the speaker. Christmas carols
were sung with Mrs. Smith at the
piano.

COCKTAIL
TRAY

MINCE PIE

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

more money than is absolutely necessary
to obtain this result! Both- of the»e

objectives can be attained by burning
D&H Cone-Cleaned ANTHRACITE.

M.B.&C.O.PERRY
519 MAIN ST.

TEL. 487

Tune in the New D. * H. Anthra
cite Radio Program Sundays 2:00
to 2:30—NBC RED Network

FISHERMEN, ATTENTION!
WE WANT 50,000 POUNDS

TOMCOD
IMMEDIATELY

FEYLER’S, Inc.
TILLSON AVENUE

ROCKLAND, MAINE
156’

REAL BARGAINS AT ALL TIME LOW PRICES
Furniture, Bedding, Carpets and Stoves
Black Ranges No. 8 at $42.50; Enamel at $59.50
Complete Living Room—Nine Pieces
$77.30 complete
Divan, Two Large Chairs, End Table. Floor Lamp. Bridge Lamp,
Foot Stool, Davenport Table, 9x12 Felt Base Rug—Big Values

V. F. STUDLEY, Inc.
283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 1151

Tu&S-tf

Plan Your New Year s Feast From Our Complete Assortment of Tasty Tid-Bits
and Delicious Delicacies—Everything That Goes For Making Your Party a
Grand Success.
PHONE 1234 FOR FREE DELIVERY FROM
OUR PARK STREET MARKET

Death has taken a beloved citizen
In Frank Wall, who died at his home
Monday morning after an illness of
Sic weeks. Mr Wall was born ir.
Matlinsvilb. Oct. 27. 1869. son of the
3at» Dallas and Emma (Brown) Wall.!
When but a young man he cam” tc J
Spruce Head ai d worked at the
granite business. He also workrd at I
Clark Island for a short time. or
the past 15 yeeri. Mr. Wall had I
conducted a general store in Spruce
Head where he made a' host of i
friends. The summer people, who
have been coming here for years have
shown great concern for him during i
his illness.
Mr. Wall Is survived by his wife,'
Mrs. Lucy Wall, one son Alton Wall
and three daughters, Mrs. Elbert 1
Burton and Mrs. Eknar Barnes of
Spruce Head and Mrs. Cleveland
Mrs. Harvey of Rockland a brother.
Charles Wall cf Tenants Harbor and
a sister, Mrs. Mary MljOntosh of
Rockland. Funeral services were held
from tha home Wednesday with Rev. ,
A. J. Wilson of Norwell. Mass, a per
sonal friend, officiating. There was
a profusion of beautiful flowers. The J
bearers were Harry Allard. Rober'
Burch, Joseph Godfrey and Lavon
B. Godfrey. Interment was tn the i
famiiy lotin Forrest Hills cemetery. J
(Rev. Mr. Wilson came to Spruce 1
Head from Norwell, Mass., late ,
Tuesday night, returning home Wed-

A-l SODA

CLINTON FANCY MAINE

PEAS
2 cans 29c

BAKER'S

KREMEL

OLD HOMESTEAD

Cocoa

Desserts
2 pkgs10c

Toilet Tissue

1 LB.

lge can 53c

CANS

25c

STARCH

2PK s 19c

ONE CENT DEAL
ONE LGE PKG.
ONE MED. PKG.

WELSH RAREBIT
Serve on Toast or
Toasted Crackers

can 23c

ii

j*

lb

SPINACH

2 X 27c

4 ior 15c |I S,eelWith
Wo01
3 Pk8 25c
New Handle

’ IOr

MOTT'S ASSORTED

The New Pure
Vegetable Shortening

JELLIES

SPRY
3 lb can 59c

10 oz
JAR

ip

1IOC

Freshly Arrived
HADDOCK SPAWN

SWIFT'S JEWEL

Compound Lard,

10c

GOOD

SMOKED

CHUCK ROAST
lb 12c

SHOULDERS
lb 19c

JUICY
I SUNKIST jvivi

| MILD

lb 15c | Oranges 2 doz 35c | Cheese,

NEWLY SMOKED

1I Fin
??n
Haddie,

■SI
.01

One Pound Can 21c

HAMBURG
2 lbs 29c
If.

DEL MONTE FANCY

both 22c

DOG FOOD 5 ens 25c SOAP
SNOW'S

8 rolls 25c

PKG. LEMON FREE

OXYDOL

CREAM CORN

Frankforts,

CORN
can 10c

2 lb box 15c

The Perfect Health
Drink

«-■

BROOKS MAINE

CRACKERS

Ovaltine

Frank W all

S3

To have a warm, cozy home until
warm weather arrive* and — fo spend no

TENANTS HARBOR

SPRUCE HEAD

with

Here's Two Sensible
New Year's Resolutions

FRESH COD

Smelts, 2 lbs 14c

TONGUES

Eastport Slark Salted

Pollock,

lb 06c

lb 25c

3 i"s 25c

SWIFTS

2 lbs 29c | Brookfield Butter,

lb 39c

REMEMBER—CLOSED ALL DAY NEW YEAR’S DAY—ORDER NOW!

MAIN ST.

Jlah/wL PARK ST.
EVERYTHING TO EAT"

Every-Other-Day
" George Wong, who has been in the
laundry business here for a number
of years, goes to New York this week,
looking for a similar opening.

EVENING SLIPPERS
FOR THE

NEW YEAR BALL
DECEMBER.

1936

.
6r 7
13 ,14
20 21
27 28

I
8
15
22
29

1934

X,3 4 5
9 10 II IX
16 17 18 19
23 24 25 26
30 31 V .2 .

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 31—New Year's Ball at Communi
ty Bundle; auditorium.
Jan. 1—New Years Day
Jan. 6—South Hope—Orange Installa
tion.
Jan. 8—Rockport—Installation of of
ficers. Fred A. Norwood. W.R.C.
Jan. 8 — Lincolnville — Tranquility
Orange Installation.
Jan. 10—Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster,
Bishop of Maine will visit St. Peter's
Episcopal Church.
Jan 14—South Warren—Joint Installa
tion of Good Will and Highland Oranges.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb 22-27—Community Food Fair ln
the new auditorium.

THE WEATHER

The
devotional service will have Mrs.
Helen Oarlson as leader. Other
members of the program committee
are Miss Eleanor Griffith and Mrs.
Gertrude Studley. The meeting is
open to all who |Wish to Join the New
' Years service of prayer.

SILVER
GOLD
BLUSH VELVET
BRAIDED SATIN
BLACK SUEDE

Prices'

No woman could change her mind
more quickly than the temperature
did last night when it dropped from
51 above to 11 above, and as usual it
left a train of protesting citizienry.
Yesterday they called it too warm
and this morning they called it too
cold. And because there is no snow
on the ground sorpebody else laments.
The situation is a good deal like the
night of Nov. 3 when some New Deal
ers found fault because they didn't
carry the other two States. Perhaps
all iof these finicky people will find
:.ome consolation in the fact that an
extra second Is tacked onto today.
Shop early.

$3.95, $5.00
SEE OUR WINDOWS

WjC.T.U. will meet Priday.

Watch night services at Pratt j
Memorial Methodist Church will
start at 7:30 on Thursday evening
with an old-fashioned (Love Feast.
Following this hour there will be a I
carefully planned Missionary Service
led by Mrs. Edith Tweedie end a
group of efficient helpers. Also dur
ing the evening there will be a
Stereopticon Lecture, "Man God's
Partner," with Charles Ellis as the
reader. An “In Memoriam'' Service
will be held in recognition of the
members of Pratt Memorial Church
who have passed away during the
year 1936. At this service the pastor
will ibe assisted by five young women
of the church. The closing service
will ibe one of Dedication and will
continue until just past the midnight
hour that ushers In the New Year
1937. A cordial invitation is extended
to all who desire to do so to attend.

McLain Shoe Store
ROCKLAND, ME.

Penobscot View Grange will hold
election of officers Thursday night.
Supper at 6 30.

Goago Class of the First Baptist
Church is leading the Brotherhood
Class in their attendance contest,
but it’s a snug rub—Goago 113,
Brotherhood 111.

Alumni boys' basketball team is
The new cruiser Vincennes is to
to practice Wednesday morning at day having unofficial trials in Mass
the high school gymnasium.
achusetts Bay, and will soon come to
the Rockland course for her stand
The Sewing Circle of the American ardization runs.
Legion Auxiliary will meet Wednes
day afternoon at the Legion hall.
A special midnight show ls to be
given at Strand Theatre New Years
The Woman's Association of the
Eve with Jack Benny in “College
Baptist Church will meet Wednesday
Holiday' and Bank Night awards of
afternoon at 2.30. All women are in
$25 awarded in three prizes at that
vited.
show.

phia, is passing the holidays with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Davis.
Arthur Wentworth of Belleville, N.
Informal
J. is visiting relatives in town.
Miss Dorothy Kimball of Boston is
guest of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Mark Kimball.
Miss Anne Rankin of Boston is
visiting relatives here.
Nelson Dangremond ls spending a
week with relatives in Clifton, N. J.
Charles Davis of Eastport is pass
ing a few days here, his former
S
E
home.
( Earl Ogier of Winthrop is visiting
I relatives in town.'
THURSDAY, DEC. 31
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Anderson of
Tickets 50 Cents
Provincetown, Mass., have been
Every Cent To Equipment
passing a few weeks in town. They
156-157
are leaving soon for Florida to spend
the winter.
ella, also Get-Rich-Nite. $200 given
Miss Loiuise Dyer has returned to
away; Wednesday and Thursday, Brooklyn, N. Y, after a visit here.
Will iRogers in “State Fair.”
Milford Payson of the (High School
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mansfield of faculty is spending a few days in
Brookline, Mass., have been visitors New York city.
at the home of her mother, Mrs.
Mrs. Robert Dexter entertained the
Mary Curtis, High street.
Lend-A-Hand Club last night at her
Charles F- T. Seaverns and his home on Elm street.
brother and daughter of Hartford,
Miss Frances Bracey of Short Hills
have been spending a few days in N. J., is visiting her parents, Mr. and
town.
Mrs. Eugene (Bracey.
Otis Cole is ill at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles JZ. Lord have
Mr. arid Mrs. Fred Dean. Mechanic been entertaining his sister, Miss
street.
Marion Lord of New Bedford, Mass.
Arthur Walker has returned to
Mrs. Alvah Anderson and son are
Rochdale, Mass., after spending a visiting Mr. Anderson fn Fairfield.
week with his family on Grove street.
Miss Kathleen Waterman, a stu
Eugene Davis student at Penn dent atl the /Wilfred lAPadfimy of
School cf Optometry in Philadel Beauty In Boston, is guest of her

Dinner at the City Farm Christmas
Day consisted of roast pork, dressing,
cranberry sauce, mashed potato,
turnip, brown gravy, English plum
pudding with hard sauce, mince pie,
nuts, candy and fruit. An electric j
clock was given to the Home by tlie
Central Maine Power Co., money was I
received from Mayor Thurston, Dr 1
and Mrs. William Ellingwood; box pf |
fruit, candy 'nuts and soap from !
Perry's Markets; cigarettes, John
Bird Co.; candy, W. A. Kennedy; j
baskets of candy and fruit, Browne j
Club; bags of candy and oranges
and popcorn Methebesec Club; box
of miscellaneous gifts to the women
from Mrs. H. A. Buffum; table boxes i
of chocolates, from Congregational
Church; cellophane candy bags, j
Mrs. deRochemont and daughter 1
Donna; gifts, Methodist Church;
gifts, E. B. Crockett. Appreciation is
expressed to all individuals and |
organizations who contributed to
holiday cheer at The Farm.

Many of the local stores will be
CAMDEN
The tide was so low in Lermond's
closed Friday. New Year's Day. The
Cove yesterday that a person could
Employees of the Knox Woolen
Courier-Gazette office will remain
have walked across from the rear of
open as usual.
Co., received Christinas gifts of $25 j
The Courier-Gazette office to in the ipay envelopes last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Kaler have Crockett's Point, with no other in
Mrs. Gilbert (Bryant who was |
had a telephone installed, a Christ convenience than the cost of a new struck by an automobile Friday night j
mas present from their son Harold. shine.
at the junction of Mechanic and
The number is 504-M.
Washington streets, is convalescing
McNeil Brown, superintendent of
at her home on Mechanic street. She
In naming the committee in charge the State Game Farm at Dry Mills, received only slight injuries.
of the Christmas party given by the will address the students of Univer
Norman Parker spent the weekend
Huntley-Hill Auxiliary, the name of sity of Maine tonight, his subject be In Boston.
Mrs. Gladys Hamlin should havd ing "Wild Life and Game Conserva
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Blake have
tion." Supt. Brown is a son of Col. been visiting relatives in Oakland.
been included.
and Mrs. Ralph W. Brown of this They are now entertaining her sister,
The Kiwanis Club had as guest city.
Miss Avis Bickford of Oakland.
speaker last night Miss Eliza Steele.
William iWelllman bf Searsmont
Red Cross nurse, who. in her earnest
Capt. Edgar Dorr and family of was recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
and convincing manner told that Broad street have left for Umbria Fred Dean, Mechanic street.
service club a great deal of interest Plantation, Monk's Corner, S. C.,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Weed of Deer
in connection with that important where Capt. Dorr is to be employed Isle have been visiting his brother, |
institution and what it does locally. on Major Talbot Aldrich's winter Capt Curtis Weed.
estate, building dykes on the duck
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Thurston j
George W Palmer. Freeman Perry. preserves. They make the trip by passed the weekend with her parents j
Alton Perry, Henry Tominski, Patrick trailer, and will remain until late
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Oliver in Rockland.
Sweeney. Neil Karl and Arnold Allen April or early May.
Miss Inez Hills of Middleboro,
are on their annual pilgrimage at
Mass., has been recent guest of her j
Lakeview Cottage, the "painters'
BORN
sister, Mrs. Howard Blanchard.
camp" at Nobleboro and will remain REYNOLDS—At Rockland. Dec. 24. to
Mrs. Julia Davis and son Newell
Mr
and
Mrs
Walter
Reynolds,
a
son.
until after next Sunday. They are
Malcolm Edward.
of Providence, spent the holidays
enjoying themselves famously, and it HUNTER—At Chicago. Dec. 21. to Mr with relatives In town.
and Mrs. Robert L. Hunter (Elizabeth
1? with real regret on the part of the
Mr. and Mrs. Aldiverde Norton of
Corey formerly of Tenants Harbor),
writer than he is unable to accept
a son. John Corey.
Seven Hundred Acre Island are
the invitation to join in the outing.
guests of relatives in town.
I
MARRIED
Miss Emma Norton was a holiday
HUDSON-BIRD
—
At
Rockland.
Dec
26
Darting directly in front of a car
by Rev Dr. John Smith Lowe, Robert visitor at the home of relatives In
operated by Mrs. Elizabeth Harding
W. Hudson and iMlss Mary Bird, both
Palermo.
of
Rockland.
of Beverly, (Mass. Lewis Young aged
Miss Marion Jxnve of Boston is
MacALLISTER - FAIRBROTHER — At
5. of 28 North Main street had his
Portsmouth. N. H . Aug. 19. Laurence visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
R MacAlllster of Rockland and Mil
left leg broken yesterday noon, be
licent M. Fairbrother of Augusta.
Herman Lowe.
sides receiving many cuts and bruises. MARSHALL-CARLETON — At Rockport.
Harry Joy of Portland spent the |
Dec. 24. by Rev. Z Andrews. Fred Pl
The little chap is in Knox Hospital
Marshall and Mrs. Nellie T. Carleton, weekend with his family here.
bearing his injuries bravely, and the
both of Rockpo.t. ,
William Hobbs, a student at the
recipient of many kindly attention*. BARTER-HOOPER—At Rockland. Dec.
24. by Rev. W |F. Brown, Wesley Bentley School of Accounting In
The boy is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
Barter of Rockport, and Maralyn Boston, is guest of his parents, Mr. j
Hooper of Camden.
Lewis Young.
t___________
and Mrs. J. Crosby Hobbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cucinotta have I
died
Our great “before Inventory" sale
OTIS—At Worcester. Mass.. Dec. 28. been visiting relatives in Boston.
is in full swing ending Thursday
John Otis, aged 74 years. Funeral
Forrest Bridges of Boston was !
Thursday at 9 o’clock from Thomaston
night. Every article in our great
St. James Church.
recent guest of his parents, Mr. and j
stock at a reduced price in, this last DODGE—At Seattle. Washington, Dec.
Mrs. Oscar Bridges.
26. Chloe S. (Dunton). wife of Chester
minute of the year sale. Stonington
Alton Dunbar has returned to j
C. Dodge, formerly of Rockland, aged
Furniture Co., Rockland. —adv.
79 years. 10 months. 16 days.
East (Rochester, N. H., after a visit I
PECK—At Woodbridge. Conn.. Dec. 19.
Mrs. Bertha Peck of Woodbridge and with relatives here.
Cushing, aged 76 years.
Mrs. Algnes Grove and Miss Mar
ROBINSON—At Rockland. Dec 26. Levi
Ambulance Service
O. Robinson, aged 77 years. 9 davs jorie Coombs returned Sunday to j
Funeral today at 2 o'clock from 176 Brookline, Mass., after a visit with ]
Broadway, residence of Homer Robin
their aunt, Mrs. George Mixer.
son.
Elimer Wadsworth of Boston is at
CARD OF THANKS
tlie
home of his parents, Mr. and
We wish to express our deep thanks
and appreciation to pur friends and Mrs. John Wadsworth, on a visit.
neighbors for their kindness ln our
Morticians
Comique
Theater
attractions:
recent bereavement, especially to those
who sat up nights; also for the beauti Tuesday. Jack Haley in Mr. Cinder-

BURPEES
TELS. 450 AND 781-1

3G1-365 MAIN ST.
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NOW IS THE TIME!
Water and Drain Pipes
Renewed
Cesspools and Septic Tanks
Cellars Repaired, White
washed
Cement Work

S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R,
ROCKLAND. ME.
137"lt

ful flowers and to each and every one
who tried to make our burden lighter,
we thank you.
Mrs. Lucy Wall. Mr and Mrs. Alton
Wall. Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Burton. Mr.
and Mrs. Cleveland Harvey and Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Barnes.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
The Johnny Nystrom mentioned ln
Saturdays Courier-Gazette was not the
son of John Nystrom, but of Mrs. Edward
W. Kelly.
•
John Nystrom

Community Building

Waterman,

Cross street.
Installation of the Ladies of the
G.A.R. will take place Friday night.
• • • »

PRE INVENTORY SALE

Barter-Hooper

A wedding solemnizied Thursday
night at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Fitzgerald in Rockland, Joined
in marriage Miss Maralyn Hooper,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry L.
Hooper, 18 Trim street, and Wesley
Barter, son of Mrs. George Miller, of
Rockport. The couple stood under
a beautiful arch of evergreen and J
ivy. and colored lights. Rev. W. F. j
Brown of the Baptist Church offi-1
dated at the double ring service, and
they were attended by the bride's
father and the groom's mother.
For the present , Mr. and Mrs.
Barter will reside at 18 Trim street.

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED

THIS WEEK ONLY
BUY NOW!

SALE STARTS

WED., DEC. 30
8.00 A. M.

MAINE MUSIC CO.
this place were guests Saturday of
Mrs. Blanche Meservey.
Mrs. Margaret Carver was home
for the holiday.
Leslie Heath, Maggie Carver, Doro
thy and Edna Carver motored to Au
gusta Christmas Day.
Mrs. Margaret Bowley and children
were guests Christmas night of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Winston, where
they enjoyed a seconcTChristmas tree.
Miss Virginia Dunbar spent Christ

TEL. <62
» CLAREMONT ST, ROCKLAND
98tf

mas Day as guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Taylor of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Peary Merrifield and
daughters Bertha and Esther spent
Christmas Day as guests of her
mother in Union.
Roscoe McFarland of Camden
spent Christmas afternoon at tlw
home of R. E. Robbins.
Mrs. Evelyn Vining who has been
confined to her bed is very much
better and now able to be about.

RUBENSTEIN’S
“THE VALUE STORE”

421 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

COME EARLY
while our stocks
are complete!

All our merchandise is NATIONALLY KNOWN and is only sold with a MONEY BACK GUARAN
TEE. If you are unsatisfied return it. We are putting our ENTIRE STOCK on sale at these
RECORD-BREAKING reductions for QUICK ACTION. No, don’t wait any longer! Here is a
few of the hundreds of items we have on sale:
While They Last

Our entire Clothing Department of Leopold-

While They Last

GOODCO SHIRTS

Morse, Smithson’s and Clothcraft Suits and

MEN’S BREECHES

Reg. S1.35 to $2.00

87c

Overcoats goes, too!

STETSON HATS

SUITS!

Reg. $6.50 to $7.00

$4.57
Limited Quantity

While They Last

CARTER’S OVERALLS
97c

Reg. S2Z.50................................. Now $15.85
Reg. 25.00 ................................ Now 17.85
Reg. 27.50 ................................ Now 21.85
Reg. 30.00 ................................ Now 25.85
Reg. 35.00 ................................ Now 28.85

Sizes 38 to 50. Extra Sizes 10% Extra.

Regular $1.00

67c
Others up to $3.47

While They Last
FAIRPLAY

SWEATERS
Reg. $3.00 to $3.50

$1.97

MEN’S CAPS

$2.47
While They Last

WINTER PANTS
Regular $2.50

$1.97
Others to $4.47

While They Last
ALLEN A

UNDERWEAR
Regular $1.50

$1.17

While They Last

FLANNEL SHIRTS

Regular $3.00

Others to S4.47

While They Last

97c

Russell Funeral Home

SAVE MONEY!

and we must reduce all of our racks and shelves of winter
goods to make way for new spring merchandise. In view of the
RISING MARKET we want to convince you that now is the
time to save! Savings as much as 40%

Regular $1.50

AMBULANCE SERVICE
6

Ammunition

Fishing Tackle

Are Overstocked !!!

While They Last

WP T) M

Radios

Sporting Goods

SOUTH HOPE
Christmas Day guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Merrifield were Mr. and
Mrs. Edbert St. Clair, daughter Ruby,
and sons Maurice and Harlan all of
Biddeford and Raymond Woster of
Washington.
Christmas Day guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur Taylor were Mi-, and
Mrs. Arthur Clark of West Rockport,
diaries Dunbar, daughter Edith and
son Eugene were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor also.
Mrs. Eida Nelson. Mrs. Alice Rob
bins of Union, Mrs. Emma Norwood
of Warren, Mrs, Laura Hastings of

Musical Instruments

Pianos

OVERCOATS!
Reg. $22.50 ................................. Now $15.85
Reg. 25.00 ............................ Now 17.85
Reg. 27.50 ................................ Now 21.85
Reg. 30.00 ......................
Now 24.85
Reg. 40.00 ................................ Now 33.85
Reg. 50.00 ................................ Now 38.85

Others from 89c

While They Last

MANHATTAN SHIRTS
Regular $2.00

$1.47
While They Last

TRIPLETOE HOSE
Regular 35c

24c
Three pairs for 70c

Limited Quantity

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all who helped win
for me my position ln the Southern
Winter Cruise Contest.
•
iLeon White, Jr.
CARD OF THANKS
T want to express my appreciation to
all my friends who so loyally supported
me ln the Southern Cruise Contest and
attained for me fourth prize.
•
Arlene Havener

DANCE

mother, Mrs. Gertrude

One lot of Suits—Regular $17.50

$11.85
While They Last

While They Last

ZIPPER JACKETS
Regular $3.50

$2.67
Others to $4.87

SEE OUR BARGAIN COUNTERS

WARREN

Peak Motor Year Seen as Crowds Jam Auto Show

Future Opera Stars

Miss M. Orace Walker entertained I
the following guests at her usual
annual family Christmas party, at
her home on Christmas Eve. Mr. and
Mrs. Earl HaU of Waterville. Miss
Florence Eastman of Beverly. Mass..
Douglas Walker of New Haven. Conn,
and Thomaston. Mrs. N. B. (Eastman.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Walker. Dr. and
Mrs. Fred G. CampbeU and daughter
Jean and Miss Eda St. Clair all of
Warren, and Mr and Mrs. Lee W
Walker of Thomaston. House dec
orations were of the Christmas
greens coupled with red crepe paper
bows, lights hooded with red ps’ier,
small trees set in tubs in the hall, a
lighted wreath, lighted Christmas
tree on the porch, and the big tree
inside, with two smaUer trees beside
it, thus, creating a real Christmas
atmosphere. Th? decorations were in
charge of Mrs. Evelyn Robinson, and
the trees and wreath was accom- :
plished by Edwin Gammon.
Warren Grange will hold Its annual ;
meeting wdth election of officers.
Tuesday evening Dec 29.
Callers Christmas (Day at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B Libby were
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Oliver of j
Gardiner.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Davis. Mr
and Mrs. V. A. Rokes were dinner
guests the holiday of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Davis of Warren.
• • • •
Funeral services for the late Carro
Mathews Copeland, 71, who died
Thursday after an illness of several
weeks, were held Sunday afternoon
at the Warren Baptist Church, with
Rev. H. I. Holt pastor of the Congre
Right—a small section of the crowds that have been pouring into the New York automobile show.
gational Church officiating, assisted
Left—one of the wider, roomier*interiors featured this year. It is smartly finished in a rich fawn mo
hair velvet. Below—a unique cross-section display that gives visitors inside information on the inby the Rev. Howard A. Welch. Bear
cate operation of the 1937 models.
ers were. Benjamin Starrett. P. D
(1) Thomas L. Thomas, baritone,
NEW YORK —This will be a on certain makes. Streamlining 1 steries in new lighter shades giv
Starrett, Leland Rhilbrook. and
from Scranton, Pa.
is
advanced
another
step,
with
;
ing
a
luxurious
finish
to
even
banner automobile year, judging
(2) Margaret Daum, lyric soprano,
Parker McKellar The flowers were
last
year's
sloping
windshields
the
lowest
price
models.
More
from Pittsburgh, Pa.
from the enthusiasm of New and flowing body lines further than seventy-five per cent of
many and beautiful. Interment was
(3) Mario Cozzi, baritone, from
York crow’ds that have been accentuated. Hoods are longer the cars have now’ adopted this
made af River View cemetery. Among
New York City.
pouring into the Automobile and radiators more suggestive of I rich interior finish. Finally, the
I those from out ol town who attended
Show here. Experts say all in speed.
accessories which once were
HE first three semi-finalists to .
, were Mr. and Mrs H1116. Miss Rilla
dications point to sales rivaling
The interiors have been plan- ] bought separately have increas
be heard on the “Metropolitan i
boom-time records.
ned to meet the demand for I ingly been made standard equip
I Piper of Thomaston, Mr and Mrs
Safety is the keynote this year, ! more and more space and lux ment.
Opera Auditions of The Air” pro
I
William
Brazier
of
Woodfords,
Mrs
with manufacturers stressing ury.
Luggage compartments ; Automotive observers agree
gram, Sunday, December 27th over
Castera Means. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
new safety developments. In have been
creased all down , that the new cars give more
an NBC WEAF retwork 3.00 to
general, the cars themselves are ! the line, wit': built-in trunk I value for the money than ever
3 30 P.M. EST Three more semi- 1
F. Copeland, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
more powerful and more luxuri ’ compartme ..- the rule rather before, and that the increased
finalists will be heard January 3rd. j
Newbert Miss Annie Flint, Mrs
ous than ever, with definite price than the exception. Interiors ; purchasing power of the country
Will fortune lead them along the j
Edith Follansbee aU of Rockland.
reductions in some cases and j are more luxurious than ever, will result in record-breaking
same path of opera fame that came i
revolutionary changes in design , with smart mohair velvet uphol- , sales.
to Arthur Carron and Anna Kaskas
Mrs. Copeland was bom in Warren.
last year’
Feb. 9. 1865. the daughter of John
and Lucy (Voaei Copeland. She
leaves her husband. Thomas B. Cope Stickney and daughters of Rockland. ;
land of Woodfords, a daughter. Mrs Mr and Mrs. Joseph Stickney and
William Brazier of Woodfords. two Mrs. Willard Wylie of Warren.
__________________________________________________________________ 1.. ............................................................... sisters, Mrs. Georgie Newbert. and
The Quintuplets and Progressive ]
Potato house ventilation is a seri- ; Miss Georgia Mathews of Warren Fanners 4-H Clubs, heki a joint j
ous problem in Aroostook County thisI and two brothers. Fred E. and meeting'recently at the home of their
3
4
b
IO
1
7
5
8 9
( year. Some farmers are using fans Thomas V. both of Warren, and two leaders, Mrs. Bertha Meservey, and
Clifton Meservey. A Christmas pro
1
for forced ventilation.
grandchildren.
II
11
13
• • • a
Warren friends are sorry to leant 1 gram of music and recitations was
Farm real estate values in the of the mishap to the left ankle of , given under the direction of the as
1
ib
]
'5
14
L,
United States rose 4 percent last year Fred Overlook, ln Auguta. which sistant leader of the former club.
and are 12 percent higher than they happened a few weeks ago and which ! Miss Dorothy Young, followed by a
16
20
'9
confined him to the hospital for a : Christmas tree with gifts for all.
! were in the spring of 1933.
time. He Is at home now, but is I Sandwiches, cake and hot cocoa were
• • • •
22 23
Zi
24 2-5 2to
served to the 22 members present.
Experiments of Cornell University unable to get about very much.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Feyler and
• • • •
scientists show that perosis, a leg
27
Holiday guests of Mrs. Laura Star- j Miss Estelle Jameson of North
deforming disease of growing chicks,
rett, and Mr. and Mrs. Boynton Waldoboro were holiday guests of
can be prevented by adding small
30
24
Maxey were, Mr. and Mrs. Berton Mr. and Mrs. Charles Simmons.
quantities of manganese to the ra
Moody and Norman Moody of South
tion.
L
J 51
32
33 34
15
Grand New Year's Ball, Waldoboro
Windsor. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Star
a a • •
rett and son Wayne, and Fred Watt6 H. S. auditorium. Let's go.
3&
Farmers who plan to improve thelr of Warren.
3b
155-156
37
! pastures next spring may be inter
Mrs. Edith Russell and daughter.
ested in Bulletin 223, "Improving Miss Sarah Russell who have been
44
39
MO 41 42 43
TENANT’S HARBOR
Maine Pastures.'' copies of which may the guests over the holiday and
be
had
from
the
Extension
Service,
Mb 1
45
47
weekend of Mrs. IMa Russell and
Orono. Maine. The bulletin is free.
Mr and Mrs. Frank L. Crockett an
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Smith Sr., re
nounced Christmas day the engage
1
49
50
turned
to
Ellsworth
Sunday
52
51
Dana Smith Jr., who spent tift ment of their daughter. Miss Edith
53
holiday and weekend returned Sun- j Katherine Crockett to Charles B.
54
TIMELY HELPS
Morris, son of Mr and Mrs John
day to Lynn, Mass.
Morris,
also of Tenant's Harbor.
for the
Mrs. Nellie Orbeton who left last
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
month
with
Mrs.
Della
Morton
of
HOMEMAKER
1-Deadly
39- East Indies (abbr.) 13-Chum
Union, for Milwaukee, Wis„ arrived
6-Clothes
40- An English novelist 16-One hundred one
11-Device for pressing 44- Above
22- Wars between Rome
Winter play suits of bright blue, in Milwaukee. Dec. 19.
13- Chastise
45-Crowded
and Carthage
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln E. MacRae
green, red. or orange provide a
14- A fragment
23- Appearing as if
47- A vegetable
Lincoln, Jr.. Mr and Mrs Ellis Watts
15-Oral
48- Greek letter
gnawed
"safety zone" around the youngster | of Rockland were guests at a Christ
17- Sainte (abbr.)
49- A vegetable
25- Soldier’s daily
and enable passing motorists to see 1 mas party. Christmas Eve at the :
18- Plural suffix
51-Withered
allowance (Fr.)
19- Magistrate of
53- Prefix. Across
26- Extreme excitement
him more quickly, says the Extension home of (Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin i
ancient Rome
54— Gaze fixedly
31-Tray
Watte.
Service, University of Maine.
20- Pronoun
32Mistakes
VERTICAL
21- Reject
34- Views
Mrs. N. B. Eastman and her guest.
The proper fabrics are necessary
24—Allude
1- A fine filament
35- A gender
Miss Florence Eastman of Beverly.
for
children's
winter
clothes
if
they
27- Cherish
2- Ascended
36- Act in response
are to keep warm, dry and free from Mass., were Friday dinner and '
28- A flower
3- Small child
38-Garden tool
29- Negative
4- lndefinite article
41- Some
colds. The cloth should be as light Christmas guests of Miss M. Grace [
30- A thoroughfare
5- Evens
42- Musical note
in weight as possible to give free Walker, and Miss Eda St. Clair.
(abbr.)
6- Sovereigns
43- Greek goddess of
Mrs. Ilda Russell, and guests Lil- 1
movement for play and yet should be
31- Sager
7- Llpon
the dawn
33-A tree
8- Encore
46-Note in Guido's scale
warm enough to protect the wearer lian Russell of Cambridge, Mass., I
36- A swift horse
9- Girl's name
43-Epoch
from the cold. Until recently woolen Mrs. Edith Russell and Miss Sarah I
37- Greek goddess of
10-Fine
EO-Half an em
fabrics were considered the only ma Russell of Ellsworth, visited Miss
grain
12-Length measure
52-Near by
terial that would really offer the Elizabeth Tobey In Thomaston. Sat
warmth necessary, but now close-knit urday.
• • • •
cotton materials compare very fa
Barrett Clark of Boston was the
vorably.
weekend and holiday guest of his
KITCHEN AIDS
The one-piece suit is in greater fa
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Clark.
_____ By Janet Houston------------vor than the two-piece type, there
Mrs. Nora Russell, receiving treat
being no jacket and leggings to part ment for the badly fractured should
at the waistline and admit wet snow er at the Robert Brigham Hospital,
I
and the cold. To stimulate a child's Parker Hili, Ave,, Boston, is respond
interest in helping himself, select ing very well.
garments with front openings simply
Friday evening guests of Mr. and
arranged. Avoid snaps and hooks Mrs. Oliver B. Libby were Mr. and
which are easily broken and difficult Mrs. George Hewison of Portland
to use. Slide fasteners or buttons who had remained for the holiday
threequarters of an inch in diameter and weekend. Mr. and Mrs. Hiram
are desirable.
Libby of Thomaston and Mr. and
Sleeves in play suits should be Mrs. E. W. (Haskell of Deer Isle.
toomy; the ttse of knitted bands Mr. and Mrs. Sidney F. Copeland
around the ankles and wrists is a are located for the winter in the
Illustrated bulletin of the Maine Ex- I
good way of confining tht fullness in Allen house, 88 Limerock street,
tension Service, tells the story of the |
AVE you ever tried making
Rocklandi.
State's agriculture today. Copies |
mince pie-ettes as a change from sleeves and legs of the suit.
His face encased in a mask and
the family size pie? They are dainty Pockets are always necessary on
Holiday guests of Mr. and' Mrs.
may be had from the Extension Serv- i
breathing filtered air from a tank fas
morsels to serve for dessert or after children's clothes, and snow suits John Teague ■were Mrs. Ida libbey,
ice. Orono. Maine.
tened
to his body, a quartermaster
noon tea, and also are nice to tuck pockets near the waistline are best.
and George Teague.
descends into one of the cargo holds
into the school lunchbox. Use a
to search for "fire" during quarterly
If the homemaker keeps these
Mrs. William Stickney, and Mrs.
small teaspoon of mince meat on
inspection of the Grace liner Santa,
rounds of pastry an inch and one points in mind when making or buy Helen (Hilton entertained the follow
half in diameter; wet the edges, ing winter play suits for the chil ing guests at dinner Christmas Day, Rosa by the Bureau of Marine Inspec
tion and Navigation. Second Officer
l Wherever it occurs ami however (
cover with a second round, pressing
irritated the skin, relieve it 1
the edges together. Prick the tops dren, the result will be less work and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Maxey and family, Thomas Hatch stands above with the
“rescue" tine. In the event of a fire
quickly with soothing
■■
to allow the steam to escape. Pre worry for the busy mother and more Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gaspar and daugh
at sea, the quartermaster would be
heat the oven of your modern auto warmth and comfort for the young ters, erf Thomaston, Mrs. Clara Ler- sent
into the hold in the above man
matic gas range to 425 degrees Fah
moud awl Mr and (Mrs Ralph ner to locate and extinguish the blaze.
renheit and bake about 15 minutes. sters.

T
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Upside-Down Sloth’s Coat
Blends With the Foliage

HOT

Tbe upside - down, slow-motion
sloth is about 10 times as con
spicuous in a zoo as he would
be back in his native South Ameri
can jungles, writes W. H. Shippen,
Jr., in the Washington Star.
In his usual haunts hls coat is a
bright, living green to match the
foliage into which he blends.
Natural coloration is the strange
little creature's only protection
from his enemies.
Back in the damp jungles, the
sloth's coarse hair is covered with a
green parasite plant called alga ot
the same primitive type which
colors the shells of sea turtles. The
alga dies when the sloth leaves the
steaming climate of the tropics.
The sloth's hair grows the wrong
way, he lives upside down, creeps
along limbs at night ln search of
fruit and tender shoots, hangs mo
tionless all day and never descends
voluntarily to the ground.
Instead of toes he has strong, per
manently flexed hooks, and on the
ground he cannot walk, but must
hitch himself along like a man with
a broken leg. Another strange fea
ture of the sloth is the fact that he
has one more or one less bone in his
neck than any other mammal.
His slothful lazy ways won him
his name with the coming of the
white man. The sloth is a distant
relative of the huge ground sloths
which were larger than elephants
and which disappeared from South
America millions of years ago.
The anteater seems to have 3escended from this huge prehistoric
creature also.
Carpets and Rugs Play
Part in Some Countries
In Turkey, Anatolia, Persia, Af
ghanistan, Baluchistan, and Turk
estan, carpets not only play a great
part in social life, but also in the
great political and religious cere
monies. Every year, states a writer
in Tit-Bits Magazine, a special car
pet is carried from Cairo to Mecca
where it covers the Kaaba, a build
ing in the Mohammedan mosque;
openings in this cover are made to
show two sacred stones.
This covering is used only once,
and afterwards it is cut up and
sold to the pilgrims. It is made of a
black brocade and on this are in
scriptions woven in silk. These con
vey the foUowing ideas: Good Luck,
Health, Happiness, Birth, Paternity,
Immortality, Faith, Strength, Do
minion, Craft, Fire, Water, Royalty.
Divine Wisdom and the Glory of
God.
Color has its various meanings:
Black signifies darkness and
trouble, white mourning, white and
green joy, yellow honor and dis
tinction, while dignity is represented
by red and purple. It can be said
that from the splendor of the car
pets displayed the dignity of the
occasion may be judged.
France was the first to develop
carpet-making L. 1607. In 1685 sev
eral French craftsmen crossed the
Channel and settled in Bristol and
Axminster and other towns in the
southwest of England where an in
dustry soon spread north to Glas
gow, Kidderminster, and Yorkshire
towns, which explains the names
given to many carpets.

DOG

‘Gypsie” Cooper and Her Musical
Hound.

Playing Sax for Fun
Wins Big Job in
Phil Spitalny’s Band
T was one of those dreary after

noons when pretty “Gypsie”
JCooper
decided to cheer herself up

by practising on the saxophone, at
ber home in Erie, Pa.
Besides, "Gypsie’s" mothe”, who
wanted her to be a dignified harp
ist, had gone shopping, and it was
a grand chance to sneak a few notes
on the brass which she played in
the High School Orchestra.
"Gypsie" was blowing away with
all her might when the door bell tion to the mikb with the clarineL
"Gypsie" claims that she has
rang; Quickly she hid the sax,
thinking it was her mother who never had a "bawling out" from her
boss.
would reprimand her.
"He's pretty smart in figuring out*
When she opened the door, there
stood a dapper looking man, with the temperament of each girl in
no hat. shiny black hair and all the band and knows I couldn't take
dressed up with chamois gloves and a ‘bawling out.’ But I do respond
a walking stick. He was obviously to any suggestions he makes. For
excited and cried out in a loud instance, be thought I was gaining
weight so every day before the band
voice:
“Where's the fella who was play had lunch he would get on the
scales and call my attention to how
ing the saxophone?"
"Gypsie" recognized the visitor much weight he was losing. In that
■
from the many pictures she had way he finally got me interested
seen of him. He was Phil Spltalny, ! in reducing myself,” she said.
"Gypsie" says she hasn't any other
the famous maestro.
"That was no fella, that was me," | name. At any rate she won't tell,
answered the frightened little girl j It is just "Gypsie" and spelled with
j an le on the end. The kidj" at
with the big brown eyes.
’Well, you're hired,” said Phil, "I I school dubbed her that because she
was just passing along the street was always changing schools, start
ing a term in the north and finishing
and heard you playing.”
it in Florida when her family took
I That happened about three years her south in January.
ago when Spitainy was making his
"Gypsie’s" prize possession becountry-wide selection of musical i sides her saxophone and clarinet is
talent, which today comprises his I a shaggy little dog named “Wudband of thirty girls presented on gie" which she bought for a ’Japa
the "Hour of Charm," every Monday nese poodle but which she now be
from 4 to 4:30 p.m. (E.S.T.) over lieves is a Maltese Terrier, what
NBC network. The program Is spon ever that is. Regardless of ances
sored by Dealers of the General try and breed, the dog ls as musical
Electric Company.
as his mistress, likes to accompany
Since Joining the band “Gypsie" her at a piano and is more than
has been Phil's first saxophonist curious about the horns. "Wudgie”
and clarinet player and does a neat waves his paws frantically at the
double jump on his radio programs. command “Direct the Band^ and ha
She wears rubber heels to keep is the only dog Phil has ever alfrom slipping as she rushes from lowed to accompany the band on a
her stage position in the brass sec I tour.

“Point” in Market Reports

“Point," as employed in market
reports, means a recognized unit of
variation in price and is used in
quoting the prices of stocks as well
as various commodities. In the
United States stock market one
point ordinarily means one doUar a
share. The value of a point, how
ever, varies according to the com
modity in question. Therefore in
order to understand the market re
ports one must be acquainted with
the value of a point in reference to
any given commodity. In the coffee
and cotton markets, for instance, a
point is the hundredth part of a
cent; in oil, grain, sugar and pork
it is 1 cent When cotton goes up
?00 points it goes up 2 cents; when
grain goes up 5 points it goes up 5
cents.

I Want Some More Orange Juice!

College Men and Women Taller

In physique, college men and
women show two distinct differences
from the men and women of the
general population. One, says a
writer in Hygeia, the health maga
zine, is that when growth is com
pleted coUege men and women are
distinctly taller, and the men are
also much heavier than men or
women of the general population.
The other difference is that the col
lege students, having been ac
celerated in growth during child
hood, attain maximum growth at an
earUer age than the rest of our
population.
Offer Daily Sacrifice*

Every Brahman family in India
possesses and offers daily sacrifices
to its sacred Salagrama Stone, a
little pebble which is found in count
less numbers in the rivers of Nepal.
The great reverence for these stones
is iUustrated by the annual festival
given by the Maharaja of Orchha
for his Salagrama. In some years
the procession has included, among
other things, 1,200 camels, 4,000
horses and more than 100,000
guests.—Collier’s Weekly.
Nothing for Something

A

future Florida bathing beauty demands a second helping at the drinks
her Florida sunshine in her daily orange juice.

itaIiins

ITAMINS are as unknown to which shows that to obtain the game

this blooming specimen of amount ot vitamin C a person must
Vyoung
consume at least twice aud in most
womanhood as are the other
A-B-C’s. But she knows what she
likes—it’s the sparkling juice from
Florida oranges, which, research
findings show, contain a fourth
more juice and therefore more vita
min C than any other variety.
Of interest to mothers is the re
cent discovery made by the Bureau
of Home Economics of the United
States Department of Agriculture,

cases three times as much tomato
Juice as orange juice. Another tip:
Don't squeeze the orange juice for
breakfast the night before; orange
juice loses its scurvy-preventing
power on standing. Squeeze^* It
fresh, squeeze it daily and use thinskinned Florida oranges, for more
juice aud more of that vitamin C
that protects baby against colds.

Gambling isn't as much getting
something for nothing or for almost
nothing as it is getting nothing for
something.
VINALHAVEN te ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Telephone 402
Rockland, Me.
Read Down
ReadUp
5.30
6.30
7.30
S.15
9.30

Lv
Lv
Lv
Lv
Ar

SWAN’S ISLAND ............
STONINGTON ..................
NORTH HAVEN ..............
VINALHAVEN .................
ROCKLAND . ....................

Ar
Lv
Lv
Lv
Lv

S OO
4.40
3.30
2.45
1.30

Snbject to change without notice

_ _ _

. _

.

_
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LIKE A LETTER FROM HOME
To those away for a month, a year, or a decade,
The Courier-Gazette, thrice weekly, brings the
friendly word of home town folks and happenings.
Subscribe today Phone 770.
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Long, Low Contours Mark New Plymouth for 1937

Rev. Harold John will be speaker
The Christmas spirit has prevailed
at the watch meeting New Year's
in the village and from nearly every I
Eve at Union Church. The social
house has been seen a brightly light
committee of the chiurch will serve
ed tree, candles, wreaths, poinsettias
box lunch.
or the glow of red lights. All the
Misses Polly and Minnie Wood
young folk of the school, also others '
have returned to Quincy, Mass., hav
in the neighborhood and many of
ing been guests over the holiday of
the parents and friends attended the
Points of Personal In
Mr. and 'Mrs. Andrew Cassie.
Christmas tree in the West Rockport
terest to Every Motorist
De Valois Commandery K. T. will
church Wednesday evening. A large
-byhold annual installation Jan. 8.
tree nicely decorated and bearing j
Frederick C. Russell
Miss Aura Williams returned Sat
books, toys, dolls, candy canes, etc,
a National Motor Authority
urday to Wollaston, Mass.
v ith bags of nuts and a large orange [
(copyrighted)
Miss Elsie Holmquist came from
and other gifts, too heavy for the tree |
New York to spend the holiday re
to bear filled most of the platform
turning Saturday.
44 My Troubles Are space. Members of West Rockport
Bert Smith returned lo Augusta
All Over Now” and Simonton's Corner schools with j
Monday after spending the holiday
those from Rockville gave an enter
with his family.
writes Grace Keegan, of 3848 tainment then Santa Claus made his
Miss Laura B. Sanborn who has
Drake Ave., Chicago, Illinois.
appearance.
Many a motorist who's deaf to the ing other members of the family to been the guest of her sister Mrs.
“
I
used
to
suffer
terribly,
as
so
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Maloney spent ■
traffic officer's whistle gets hls hear- ** more frank in their criticism. Wel- Arthur Arey over the Christmas, re
many girls do. A friend of mine
Christmas
Day guest,1 of Mrs. Janet1
turned
to
Augusta
Monday.
,
' come thelr well-meant Jibes and
told me about your Vegetable
ng
nex morn ng.
reart wisely by trvlng to give a comElmer Simmers returned Monday Compound and I started taking Steele and Miss Eliza Steele.
it. I feel a great deal better now
Mrs. W P. Richardson of Camden
Gettlng At The Facts
mand performance every time you to Westerlcy R. I.
and I do not have the pain any
Dr.
and
Mrs.
F.
F.
Brown
and
fami

was
Christmas Day guest of her
It does not seem to be generally ap- take the wheel.
more. I am a waitress and it
ly have returned to Rockland after helps me to work every day."
sister. Mrs. F. W Robbins.
F .eclated by motorists that no mat- I
In Broken Links
spending Christmas with Dr. Brown's
Mrs. Annie Bucklin had as dinner
It MUST Be Good!
ter how good a brake machine is it
a chain with broken cross links parents Mr. and Mrs. F. A, Brown.
guests Christmas her daughter and
cannot be used to ,put brakes into' may be worse than no chain at all.
Almost a million women have
Miss Emily Winslow left Tuesday
written letters to us praising our son-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Robert
satisfactory, equalized condition if ’ if the driver does not realize the for Boston.
Vegetable
Compound. They can't
Webster of Rockland.
the linings are glazed or If the drums inadequacy of hls protection. The
Miss Enna Vinal was home from ALL be wrong. It MUST be a
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Carroll
are out of round. This is Just natural tendency is for the cross North Haven for the holiday.
good medicine. Why don’t YOU
REVOLUTIONARY “safety styling,” and massive
are roomier, with the added luxury that only extra
.-.pent Christmas with their daughter
try It and see for yourself? All
another way of saying that the first chains to spread apart to leave a
bodies pillowed on rubber-poise mountings for a new
space can give. Eight “deluxe” and three “business”
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess of druggists sell it. Liquid and
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Vesper
step In brake adjusting is to remove portion of bare rubber ln contact North Haven were guests over the
kind of “hushed” ride make their bow with the new
body types are included in the 1937 Plymouth line.
Tablet form.
Hall
Plymouth for 1937.
Hypoid rear axles, complete
the wheels and examine the lining, with the slippery road surface, but holiday of Mr. and Mbs. Allston
The models shown above are the new Four-Door
soundproofing and big airplane-type shock absorbers
Touring Sedan (lower left), the Two-Door Sedan
Don't jump to the conclusion tliat the if these links are the normal distance Roberts.
Oeorge HaU left Sunday for New
LYDIA E PINKHAM’S
are other Plymouth Innovations this year. Interiors
(upper right) and Rumble Seat Coupe.
service man is trying to make extra apart they cannot be dragged apart
York where he has employment.
Calvin Vinal has returned from a
work of the job when he ls merely far enough to cause trouble. Caught trip to Miami, Fla.
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Moon were
trying to determine 'whether or not ■ with some broken links the safe thing
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Arey and
holiday guests of his daughter and
he Is wasting your time and money in j to do is to release the brakes and
Hiram Arey of Whitinsville. Mass.,
son-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Shadie in ?lfZJZJgJZJgrararejarzJZfarajarBJzrazjHrarararejajgrafarajajzjzjzrejgJZJarajgrarajgJZfzr.zrejzjt»jejHjgJzjgjajzre'g
a hopeless effort to make a mere apply them Intermittently when were holiday gucets of Mr. and Mrs.
WALDOBORO
Camden.
adjustment do the work of service.
slowing down. This will aid stopping Nathan Arey.
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Starr were
Miss Laura Whitcomb passed the
ln several ways, most important be
Be It Resolved:
Bob Loyde came from Whitinsville, holiday and weekend at home from!christmas Da>' BuesU °f her brothering the opportunity for a more nor Mass., for the holiday.
That this is a New Year and hence
Brunswick
I w’"iam Sallinen in South Cushing.
mal part of the chain to come be
Fred Swanson, Carl Anderson,
a new opportunity to make lt a safer
Mrs. Ida Barrows and Miss Lottie
tween the road and the tire.
Clarence
Reed
of
New
York
has
Horatio Torfasa and Sven Swanson,
year.
Ewell
joined Mr and Mrs Leman
Damage At The Start
went Saturday ta Whitinsville, Mass, been at his home here a few days.
That driving a car is a business re
Oxton of West Rockport and were
Mrs. Clara Barton was in Dark
quiring concentration, skill, art and
Disappointment lies ahead fcr where they have employment.
; guests Christmas Day of Mr and
Douglas Auld of Tenants Harbor Harbor last week.
courtesy.
those who think that lf they forget
Mrs. F. L. Hunter.
That if the other fellow hasn't got to release the hand brake fully will was the weekend guest of his grand
Mrs. Madeline Kane is in Paw
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Sinnett and son
brains enough to play safe It is a be reminded of their error by smok- mother. Mrs. J. S. Black.
tucket R. I.
were
in Portland for the holiday,
Miss
Abbie
Brown
of
Somerville,
matter of wisdom to think for him. i:,g from the 'brakes. Except where
F. A. Hbvey was guest ot the DudThat execessive braking power, the hand brake operates on the pro- Mass, is spending the holidays with j ley Hoveys in Newtonville, Mass, meting relatives there.
Mr and Mrs William Eells of
while desirable, can be a new danger pellor shaft Just behind the trans- j her sister, Mrs. Ernest Arey.
mission, just the reverse can be ex-1 Tuesday at her home Miss Bessie !for Christmas.
Fitchburg, arrived Thursday evening
lf improperly applied.
That speeding may be traveling 30 pected. The damage to the hand Ames was hostess to the Antique I George Buchan is ln Bcston.
to spend Christmas with Mr. and
Cedric Kuhn, midshipman at The Mrs. LeRoy Tolman.
miles an hour where 10 is fast enough ' brake is done at the start, rather Club
Carl Magnuson went Monday to Naval Academy. Annapolis, passed
for conditions.
than later on when the driver disMrs. Maude Bradley was guest of
the holiday with his mother. Mrs.
Boston.
That the modern car needs just as covers his mistake.
Miss Olive Tolman and S. P. Barrow.-,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brow-n left Bessie Kuhn.
much service as its predecessors, only
This is explained by the fact Ihat
Christmas Day.
Mr. and Mrs I. S. Bailey of Phila
Monday
for Boston having been holi
service of a more detailed and exact most hand brakes are internal ex
Dr. Edna E. Lamson of Jersey City
ing kind.
panding. This means ;h«tl. Uke to day guests of Mr. and W” Alfred delphia. Mrs. Gracia D. Libby. Miss and Albert Lamson of Worcester
Clara S. Gay and Miss Dora T. Gay
That no matter what your attitude day's service brakes, their shoes are Creed.
were with their parents, Mr. and
Muss Jennie Tuomi returned Tues of Boston have been guests of Mr.
is toward man-made laws it is not inside the brake drums, pressing out
Mrs. L. E Lamson for the holiday.
and
Mrs.
J.
T.
Gay.
Mr.
Bailey,
ac

day
to
Newtonville.
Mass,
after
possible to violate laws of nature ward when engaged. As they heat
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Perry had
companied by his sister. Mrs. Gladys
without paying the penalty, for na Up the drums expand away from the spending the holiday in town.
Christmas dinner with Mr and Mrs
left
Monday
for
'
Grant,
passed
Christmas
day
in
George Healey
ture never "tears up the ticket"
shoes. Thus if the car is driven
Weld, guests of their parents. Mr. Arthur Fitzgerald in West Waldoboro.
That every driver has but one with the brake shoes in partial con Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Fitzgerald and chil
resolve, as always, to
Mrs. John Nichols returned home and Mrs I. P. Bailey.
worth-while destination when he tact with the drum." there will be
Miss Shirley Bums a student nurse dren Ernest. Joyce and Billy spent
goes motoring—and that is to arrive greatly increased heat and friction. Friday from Portland where her
give you
yesterday with the Perry's.
somewhere other than at a hospital. The drums will then tend to pull daughter is a patient in the Chil at the Maine General Hospital. Port
Mrs
Nellie
Perry
and
Miss
Mabel
land has been visiting her parents,
away from the shoes, the brakes will drens Hospital.
New Gear Rings Nfeded
Oxton joined other members of the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Bums.
drag less and the driver will be fooled
When a silent meshing transmis
Cal
Christmas week this year seemed family for dinner at Mr and Mrs.
DTP.UT PDTr'PQ
Into thinking that all is well until
SWAN’S ISLAND
NATION-WIDE
sion starts to clatter the indications
Alden Perry's at the Highlands.
LARGE
he tries to stop. Then the service
Mies Frances Joyce ls home from especially dedicated to children. All
are that there is something wrong
C. P. Tolman and Miss Florence
brake will seem dangerously ineffici Portland spending 'the holidays with the different organizations had trees
with the units which help synchroNATION-WIDE
loaded
with
gifts
for
children
who
;
BoIduc
had “ «uesta Christmas her
ent.
her parents, Mr. ana Mrs. Roger
NATION-WIDE
nize gear speeds. This will, of course,
were guests of members.
The
Bmma and Newton Carlson
Joyce.
vary with the kind of synchronizing
Keep Thr Engine Ahead
Miss Lena Arrington of Rockland
PKG
Miss Marguerite Joyce has employ churches included Christmas pagsystem used, but one of the common
Whenever engaging the clutch with
eants
and
concerts
In
thelr
observhad
dinner
Christmas
Day
with
her
types goes wrong to the tunc of a j the gears in high the engine's speed ment in Portland at the home of Mr. ances The large community tree ParenU- Mr and Mrs Sldney FarANGLO
_
.u—U
12 OZ
broken synchronizer spring. When ' always should be Just a little ahead and Mrs Clyde Nichols.
Capt. Winfield Staples has been ill ’ made Christmas eve happy for many rn^°”
CAN
this happens the gears not only mesh of that of the car's propellor shari
The holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs
a youngster. On Christmas afternoisily but may slip out of high and n' this simple rule is not observed the for several weeks.
D A. Sherer were Mr and Mrs. J. D
Miss Edna Dunham w’ho recently | noon nearly 400 children and parents
car will have a tendency to die down
second.
Sherer of West Meadows.
14 OZ
when the clutch is engaged, instead I graduated from Eastern Maine Gen-, were guests at the new Waldo TheCAMPBELL'S TOMATO JUICE .
.
Trying Not to Lose
CANS
of running along smoothly. Some leral HnfPital Bangor, is spending atre for a big Christmas party. A
If the dealer who took your old drivers ignore the rule to such a de- several weeks vacation with her par- screen showing of “Little Lord FauntEAST APPLETON
car in trade advertises lt for more giee that they do not give the en- cnls' Mr. and Mrs- Cleveland Dun- leroy" was chosen for that special
NATION-WIDE OATS
.
25c
Mrs Mary A. Ames
than the figure which he allowed gine sufficient gas to keep it pulling [ hamprogram. After the show eacli child
Mary
A
.
widow
of
George
A.
Ames
8 OZ
you, do not jump to the conclusion the car. The car then pushes the | Miss Jeanette Hart is spending was presented with a box of Christ
PURITAN MARSHMALLOWS .
.
PKGS
that he is all set to make an extra engine when the clutch is engaged, the holidays with her parents, Mr. mas candy. In addition the many died Dec. 18 after a brief illness of
pneumonia. She was a daughter of
profit on the deal. He ls merely try This causes the car to hesitate. No |
private
charities
for
needy
children
Mrs. Harold Hart.
J. Amyntas and Fidelia (Hilt)
ing to protect himself against a loss possible benefit can come to the
Mr. and Mrs. John Kent are spend- assisted ln bringing into greater sig Gushee, married while still a young
which, in all probability, he will have i clutch through this inexpert process.1 ing a few weeks wjth Relatives on the nificance the meaning of the holi
HOT CEREAL
girl to George A. Ames. Five chil
NATION-WIDE
to take. The truth of the matter is
day time.
_
i mainland.
From The Motor Mailbag
...
. „
, _
,
dren were born of this union, four of
that for every new car he sells he has !
■
PKG
Miss Arlene Bates of Portland is
WONDER-FIL
whom are now living. Mrs. Ames
to sell two used ones. This multi-1 Q During a recent coW spall the thp
Q{ ,hM grandmother, Mrs.
APPLETON RIDGE
KETA
was born and has always lived in
Each package
plies his selling costs and his pos- water in the cooling system froze
Eddie Scott.
make. Two
Appleton and for many years had
sible losses.
I causing the cylinder head to crack. I
caSs 22c
Loel Staples is spending the holi
Christmas Day guests included El
been a frequent conrributor to The
The extra few dollars he may add ! put in quite a 'bit of anti-freeze when !
LEMON PIES
days with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. mer and Azuba Sprague and P. D.
to the trade-in figure of your old car j storing the car for the night, but
Courier-Gazette both in newrs items
Perry at Albert Pitman's: L. N.
Howard Staples.
pkgs
Is partly to take care of an over- this didn't help at all. I am enclos
and poems. After the death of her
'/2 LB CAN
Misses Irma Morse. Leila Stock- Moody and family and Mr. and Mrs
allowance which he (will probably ing some literature on this particular
husband 11 years ago, the son Ed
bridge and Norman Staples are home George Buck of Warren at Albert
have to grant to the man who trades kind of anti-freeze. What do you
ward carried on the farm work until
from Charleston for the holidays.
Moody's; Arthur Sprowl and family,
in a very undesirable car as part think of it? G. G. N.
two years ago. when he married and
Maxine
Kent
is
home
from
Rock

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Abner
Grant
Jr,
Mr.
LARGE
payment for the one you traded to
A. There is nothing wrong with
went to Columbus, Ohio to make hls
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF..............................
and Mrs. Iyfard Mills of South Hope
CAN
the dealer. If dealers today sell all the particular brand of antifreeze. land for the holidays.
home. Since that time she had
Mrs.
Mary
Trask
entertained
her
at
Earle
Sprowl's;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
thelr used car stock for exactly what This owner merely made the mistake
stayed on the home farm with hired
NO. i/4
51
UNDERWOOD’S DEVILED HAM GENUINE HAM
they allowed for It in trade for new of failing to mix the solution with Sunday School Class at her home C. Stanley, Miss Chrystal Stanley of help. The surviving children were
JARS
(merchandise they would go broke the water. The best way ls to mix Wednesday afternoon with a Christ Bangor at W. M. Newbert's.
all present at the funeral services
mas tree, games and refreshments.
Mrs. Freda Calderwood and Mrs.
12 OZ
faster than the new models travel.
up the anti-freeze with water before
which were held at the Baptist
NATION-WIDE PANCAKE SYRUP
.
.
JUG
Leila
Stock]
Ava
McKusick of Massachusetts
Those
present
were
:
pouring
it
into
the
radiator.
Also
Church,
Rev
H.
Nutter
officiating.
Stopping Not Only Danger
bridge. Irma Morse. Maxine and were recent guests of their mother,
the engine should be run awhile.
Mrs. Ames' four nephews acted as
One of the most dangerous beliefs
Margaret Kent. Jeannette, Janice called here by the death of their
Q
For
several
months
I
have
bearers. She was buried in the fam
is the assumption that if the tires are I
THREE CROW
been annoyed iby having lubricant and Ernestine Withee. Annie Watson, aunt, Mrs. Mary Gushee Ames.
ily lot in Pine Grove Cemetery. The
1 LB
smooth care need be exercised only.
Gladys
Smith.
Helene
Burns,
Ruth
;
Mrs.
Eleanor
Pitman
spent
part
from
the
transmission
work
down
PKG
surviving
children,
Alvah
E.
Ames,
when putting on the brakes. The'
ihto the differential and then out to Smith Barbara Holmes and Velma j of Christmas week with her parents I Union, Lulie, wife of Capt. Walter S.
truth is, the car may swing into a
in Waldoboro.
. - ■’
YELLOW
the right brake assembly. Isn’t there Morse.
Hill, Ludlow. Mass, Edward S„ Co
WHEAT
skid very easily when the driver 1
’ W film his
Bl
any way to correct this? L. R.
CELLO BAG
lumbus, Ohio and Richard J. of
starts to overtake another car. Even
A.
The
trick
is
to
provide
a
vent
a moderate burst of acceleration on I
Springfield Mass. The abundance of
l
Daeva,;: «»*■»
-a "V
hole in the differential. This will
COLONIAL
the straightaway may be sufficient
flowers were very beautiful, coming
relieve the vacuum effect and stop
LARGE
to cause the rear end to move dan- j
from friends and relatives and the
PACKA5Z
the differenential from sucking
gerously close to the car being over
companies for which the boys work
PRUDENCE—JUS1 HEAT AND SERVE
lubricant down through the propellor
taken. The action of the differential
shaft bribe. There are various ways
(g dainh/ uieam• C
helps to accelerate this condition. I
PORI CLYDE
of doing this. One is to drill a hole
recently saw a car move sideways
through the top cap screw.
nearly two feet just as its driver
Schools closed Friday for the
There are no leaks in the
was half way past another car on a
8 OZ
Christmas
holidays after a successful
hydrostatic gas gauge line on my car,
NATION-WIDE MACARONI — SPAGHETTI
PKGS
wet city street. -The impression was
term. The primay grades, taught by
but the device fails to register pro
that he had suddenly lost control of
Mrs.
Ina
Grant,
presented
a
pleasing
perly. Have you any Idea what might
his car. It was a close shave and—I
THREE CROW EPSOM SALTS
.
.
.
.
program to a group of parents and
be wrong? D. S. S.
hope—a good lesson to him to visit
friends,
followed
by
a
Christmas
Tree
A. Sometimes this trouble ls
a tire store.
with gifts for all. The appearance
caused by rust getting into the line
SHFEI
NATION-WIDE TOILET PAPER .
.
.
.
ROLLS
of Santa Claus added the final
Are You Slipping?
at each end. Try loosening it with
touches
of
the
day.
Pupils
having
a
wire,
and
then
blowing
out
the
It Is said that no one ever stands
perfect attendance records for the
still. He either improves or goes line with-compressed air.
term were Harold Cushman and Theo
backwards. Car drivers ought to
Hupper. Those who were absent only
Canning and storing may lessen the
keep this in mind, for it explains why
THE LUXURIOUS Buick Series 80 Roadmaster, one of four lines
one full day were Barbara Allen and
so many people who have been driv vitamin C content of tomato juice by
of cars announced by the Buick Motor Company for 1937. It accommo
Doreen Hupper. It mlust be noted
ing for years are not as competent at as much as 50 percent, according to
dates six passengers and has a built-in luggage compartment. The new
that these children are the ones hav
the wheel as they were when they recent experiments made by the bu
car has a 130-horsepower straight eight engine and is built on a 131PjzfafafafaiajzjajzfaranjefaiBfararajzjzfBJHrefzjzTZJZfgjzjzjzjzfZTZjarzjgjzjzfajgjaianc
inch wheelbase chassis.
started. This ean bc averted by ask- reau of home economic1'.
ing the greatest distance to go,

You and
Your Car

WHEAT CEREAL
.

.

28 19c

CORNED BEEF

.

17<

COCOA

.

23c

19c

23C

RALSTONS

2

SALMON .

23<

COCOMALT

3

25c

19c

27c

9<

PEARL BARLEY

New Buick Roadmaster Model
Designed for Six Passengers

POP CORN

.

MOLASSES

.

,6OZ

.

RIPPLED

15c

LS8S£23«

MACARONI DINNER

•Sunshine—

17<

CLOVE
„ LEAVES IT

19«

2 PKGS 1 3c

6

NATION-WIDE

Q5C

SERVICE GROCERS
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Mrs Mayme Carroll spent Christinas 1
WEST ROCKPORT
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Mr. and Mrs. W. !L. Ballard enter- Gregory. Glen Cove.
j Mr. and Mrs. Marion Heald and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Montgomery i
tained
as
Christmas
guests
at
their
Fred
P.
Marshall
and
Mrs.
Nellie
: sons Norman and John were holiday
and her mother. Mrs. Ellen Jones,
home on Limerock street, Mrs. Lillian T. Carleton both of Rockport were guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Heal.
by JOHN BARCLAY, Heating Expert
were holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. I
Perkins of Bangor. Delmont Ballard united in marriage Dec. 24 at the , j^r and Mrs. Elmer Starr and
Pearlle Jones, at their home in j
who was at home from Worcester. Methodist
parsonage,
Rev.
Z.; daughter viola spent Christmas Day
Martinsville.
Andrews
officiating.
at
-niomaston.
Mass.,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maynard
the fire keeps on burning too
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Grafton enter- |
How to Check “Chim
Mr. and Mrs. H. O Heistad had at
....
.
freely, turn the damper another
Graffam.
tained at a family party Christmas I
' Mrs. Margaret Andrews entersixteenth of an inch. Repeat this
their home on Amesbury Hill Christ
ney
Loss,
”
Greatest
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maynard
C.
Ingra

Day, their guests being Mr. and Mrs.
tained relatives from Walpole for the
operation until you find the cor
mas eve for dinner and a tree, Mr.
ham
and
children.
Maynard
Jr.,
and
Waste in Home
rect adjustment—one that will
Edward C. Andrews and sons, Paul :
holiday.
Nancy motored to Fairfieki Christ and Mrs. Richard Tonseth and
deliver the greatest amount of
and Edward, of Plainfield, Vermont.
Miss Avis Taylor of Glen Cove was
Heating
daughters Selma and Dorothy of
mas
to
visit
his
daughter.
Miss
Arlene
useful heat with the least “chim
Mrs. William Holbrook and children,!
WANTED! More boys in this contest. The value
ney loss.”
hat is “chimney loss”? Well,
Reading. Mass.; Rolf Heistad of New weekend guest of Miss Arlene Keller.
Ingraham.
Dorothy, Lucille, Helen May and
of this Racer is $150.00, and worth working for.
Once you have foui ,1 this ideal
that’s a term we heating ex
The Ballard Business School re- York; Mr and Mrs. Trygve Heistad J. J. Dunbar entertained at her
Patricia Anne, of Rockland, Mrs. |
adjust rent of the
perts have for
home here a family group Christmas
Plenty of time to get in the running. Contest closes
opened
Monday
morning
after
a
and
daughter
'Selma
Roberta
of
dampe mark the
heat that goes up
Hibbard Young and sons, Douglas i
week's
vacation.
|
South
Paris;
Mr
and
Mrs
John
Porj
day
including
his
son
Alton
from
New
position on the
the chimney and
Feb. 27, at 10P. M.
and Wendell, of Cushing. Mr. and
smoke pipe with a
is wasted.
1 Mrs. Carrie Warren of Camden ter Hennings, of Portland; Mr. and Hampshire, hisdaughter, Mrs.Lloyd
Mrs. Bowdoin L. Grafton and son. |
piece of chalk or
Yet it’s really a
was
a
visitor
Christmas
Day
at
the
Mrs.
g
p
Jones
and
sons
Robert
and
Richardson
and
Mr.
Richardson
of
something that
George Gilbert, of tlhis town.
simple matter to
home of her daughter, Mrs. Orris Richard, and Miss Arlene Havener of [ Camden and others.
MONDAY
—
LATEST
STANDING
can be plainly
save money by re
Miss Mabe lie Brown returned to
seen, and leave the
ducing this loss—
Burns.
Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Jones.
The accident near the home of
Portsmouth, N. H.. Sunday after
Clifford Cameron.................................
861
damper set at that
convert “chimney
Sectional View
Side View
Miss Thalice Spear returned Sun- and Mr and Mrs Sydney Snow and'Orville Brown in which William
spending Christmas with her parents.
mark.
Parker Worrey, Jr................... *............ 514
loss” to “useful
Turn Damper in Smoke Pipe
day
to
Cambridge.
Mass.,
after
spenddaugh
ter
Eleanor.
Joining
the
famMank
of
Union
was
instantly
killed
Bear this in
heat,” as we call
Capt and Mrs. John Brown, at their
Howard
Edwards .................................
269
mind: The nearer
j ing the holiday and weekend with dy gj.0Up on Christmas Day were Mr when he collided with a truck loaded
'it. Here's the
home on Gleason street.
the Turn Damper is set to the
remedy:
Russell Kaler ........................................
253
heT parents Mr. and 'Mrs. L. True and Mrs. Carj gwanholm and three with wood brought a sad close to an
Prod Jealous, who has been at
closed position the smaller the
yiext time you refuel the fire,
’
Spear.
!
children,
of
Thomaston,
and
Kenotherwise
Merry
Christmas
for
folks
Charles
Weed
........................................
98
home for the past several days, left
“chimney loss” and the greater
move the handle of the Turn
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Havener and nelh H. Morgan of Rockland,
the volume of “useful heat” that
Damper (that disc or plate-like
in this vicinity.
Monday morning for Brunswick to
Robert Brackett ...................................
72
goes to properly heating your
damper inside the smoke pipe)
daughter Gertrude returned to j
____________
join the Bowdoin skiing team on a
There was a large number present
Roger Harvey ......................................
68
home. And, of course, the lower
l/16th of an inch toward the
Portsmouth. N. (H„ Saturday after
trip to Lake Placid.
i
at
the
community
Christmas
tree
and
CUSHING
your fuel bills.
(9)
closed upright position. Then, if
James Economy...................................
66
visiting his mother, Mrs. Gertrude
William Cullen, who came to
program held in the church here Dec.
20
Havener
over
the
holiday.
Charles Crockett
M. J Maloney motored to Portland 3. Each of the rural schools had a
spend Christinas with his sister,
Sunday to meet his parents Capt. part in the entertainment, Santa
18
Frederick Perry
Miss Mary B. Cullen, returned to Ihis
Mrs. Mabel Withee has closed her and Mrs. F. L. Maloney who have
In Everybody’s Column
home in Lewiston Saturday.
Joseph Anastasio .................................
18
home on Mechanic street and gone been visiting another son. Fred Jr., Claus was present to distribute gifts
Advertliementa In this column not to
Miss Mary Donahue, who has been
three lines Inserted once for 25
to Camden where she will remain at i in Brighton. Mass., for a few weeks. and everyone was much pleased with ttceed
cents,
three times for 50 cents. Addi
visiting her sister. Miss Katherine
the co-operative spirit shown. E. tions lines
the 'home of Mr. and Mrs. E. B
five cents each for one time
GUERNSEY cow for sale. 7 years old;
■Mrs. Fannie Freeman has had the
Donahue, on Erin street, for the
Stewart Oibeton is being compli 10 cents for three times. Six words 1935 Atwater Kent radio, price reason
Crosby for the winter.
make a line.
telephone
installed,
her
number
is
able.
105 New County Road
155*157
past month, left Monday for Atlantic
Mrs. Fred Sylvester of Wollaston 188-5. R. E. Stevens and Barlow mented on the success he had in
: : Special Policy Effective Immediately : :
USED,
upright
Huntington
piano
for
City. N. J., where she will be em
is visiting at the home of her sister. Weatherbee who ^ve each had ule. arranging the j#et-together| the
sale, very cheap, good tone; also over
ployed. She was accompanied by
Full credit in votes will also be given for payment
teachers
and
children
are
thanked
stuffed
large
club
rocker,
good
to
re
Miss Hortense Bohndell.
phones installed afp alsQ Qn the 188
cover. Call 933-M_________________ 156-1
another. Miss Anna Donahue, who
of your account even though the charge occurred be
for their willingness to participate
Leroy Moon was at home from the
was returning to Boston after spend
MAN S raccoon coat for sale, excellent
COC Camp in Portland for the week- , ‘
an(,
D
Mak)ney enter. and it is hoped that the custom may Be*************** I condition,
fore the contest started. When paying your hill ask
practically new. Tel. Camden
TAN and white male hound pup lO6t.
ing the holiday here.
724.
______________________________ 156-158
be
continued.
MAURICE HARDING, 2 North Main St .
end
1 tained their four daughters with
for votes and help your favorite contestant win the
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Johnson, of
City.
154-156
PAIR of horses for sale. Come and see
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Ingraham en- their husbands
a chicken
The orchestra and carol singers who
Maytag Racer. Any customer who has paid a bill
Buckfield spent Christmas Day with
BLACK and white female Corker them and make an offer. (C. F PRES
tertained at Christinas dinner. Mr. dinner, the party of 16 Including the took part in the program at the spaniel
COTT. 29 Prescott street. Tel. 489-W.
lost,
wearing
new
yellow
leather,
Mrs. Albert Robinson.
since this contest started may obtain votes by apply
156-1
and Mrs. Louis Cash of Rockland children of their daughter Mrs. church and also sang outside the brass trimmed collar. Name Queenle
• • • •
Reward DR C D NORTH Tel 712
ing for same.
In the evening they also entertained
WOOD sawing table, belt and saw
homes
of
several
shut-ins
were
156-1
Bertha Moody, making a complete
I complete. Will trade. C. F. PRESCOTT.
Mrs. John Creighton and daugh
at a family party and Christmas tree
156-1
29 Prescott street, Tel. 489-W
family gathering of children and served light refreshments at the
ter. Miss Katherine Creighton, left
Mrs. Effie Veazle and daughter Mary.
andchlWren.
were Mr
R
PIGS for sale, 6 to 10 weeks old.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Orbeton.l
Monday morning for Boston where
I HENRY CROCKETT. South Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard C. Ingraham
Mrs. Percy Moody, Mr. and Mrs. Much thanks is also due Mrs. Orbe
« Tel. 371-4._________________________ 156-1
they will be guests for a few’ days of
and children Maynard and Nancy.
Opposite Post Office
ton
who
had
charge
in
selecting
the
4
MAN'S fine, heavy black broadcloth
Richard
Flagg
of
Waldoboro,
Mr.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Albert T. Gould, en
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Ingraham. Mr
coat, mink lined. Persian lamb collar,
21 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL 730
Mrs. Emerson Perkins of Warren and gifts and marking them for the tree.
value
$500. Someone can have a great
route to Daytona Beach. Fla., where
TEN
men
wanted
to
chop
cord
wood
and Mrs. Louis Cash and William
their youngest daughter Miss Avis I also to others who aided her in this H. D CRIE. Tel 83. Thomaston. 156-158 bargain, .for $125. Inquire at Courierthey will spend the remainder of the
Gazette office.____________________ 152-tf
Ingraham.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, family of
who is a post graduate student in the , work or made and filled the bags and
1936 Chevrolet Master Sedan for sale,
winter.
Rolf Heistad of New York who
two, at 135 Washington St.. Camden Call
Waldoboro
High
School.
used 10 months Bargain for cash Write
boxes
given
away.
Camden 785 between 4:30 and 7 p m.
Mrs. Ellen Jones went to Bath Saturday Mr and Mrs George
came to spend Christmas with Mi
154*156
155*157 J. B. N Care Courier-Gazette
Many family parties were among
The Tuesday Club met last week
Saturday to visit her sister and her | Thompson and children Richard.
THE K. C. A.
TUXEDO for sale, size 40. very slightly
and Mrs. H. O Heistad is remaining
GOOD home wanted to board 2 chil
the
holiday
gatherings
in
town.
How

at the home of Mrs Louise Orbeton dren. girl 13. boy 8. Write MRS B , used Tel. 807-W Rockland_______ 154-156
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ralph and Annie of Livermore Falls.
for a longer visit.
ard and Russell Miller of Thomaston who with Mrs
acted
Courier-Gazette.
156*1
USED stoves bought and sold. Some
Mrs. Nellie H. Starrett came from
Donalisdn. for ten days.
HOW RURAL RELIGIOUS
Commander Howard A. Tribou
TWO wood choppers wanted
Tel good bargains In kitchen ranges. C. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Dooley and Geneseo. N. Y.. Thursday to spend
GROTTON.
138 Camden St.. Tel 1214-M.
EDUCATION PROSPERS
U. 6 N.. returned Saturday morning
h0*U“e8- A Christmas dinner con’ Thomaston 62. J. B PAULSEN 155-157
141-tf
ents Mr. ana Mrs. B. B. Geyer, Mr. sistlng 0{ roast chicken, with dressson. Richard, returned to their home the holidays with Mr. and Mrs. E. P
wanted In home
to Portsmouth after passing Christ- and Mrs. Lindahl were with her
LARGE lumber lot for sale; large hard
near Boston. Small fanllly. good home
in Arlington. Mass.. Saturday after Starrett.
Ing.
candled
sweet
potatoes,
escalfami.
, Wages $5 per week Please state age and wood lot. 33 B Rock laying pullets. Tel.
The Sunday school at Hope cele mas with his mother, Mrs. Nancy J daughter Mrs Rose Wales
being holiday guests of Mrs. Dooley’s
Mrs. Katherine Messenger and son
loped onions, salad, pickles, dessert j references when replying to MRS w. c 14-12. FRED STARRETT. Warren.
Tribou.
152*157
ly,
while
Mr.
and
Mrs.
I.
A.
Fales
MacTAVISH. 83 Thornton St . Wollaston
sister. Miss Katherine Donahue, at Douglas of Malden. Mass. are visit- brated Christmas on Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett E. Libby and and children Barbara and Richard | and coffee was served about 6 45. ,
156-1
USED Automobile Parts—motors for
boats. New parts at a savings. All parts
her heme on Erin street.
ing Mrs. Messinger's sister. Mrs. Le- Dec. 20. with a most appropriate and daughter. Katherine were calling on
This was followed by social period I
I sold on Money-Back Guarantee. AUTO
entertained at the home of and distribution of gifts from a well- }
Mr. and Mrs. William Tessin, Jr.,Ona Reed Mrs Reed and Mrs. Mes- enjoyable program given in True's relatives here last week enroute to J were
; SAVE YARD, INC., 1887 River St.. Hyde
her parents Mr and Mrs w p
Legal Notice
I Park, Mass
152*36
were hosts at a picnic supper given singer have also been guests of Mrs hall, a welcome was extended by Bangor on a business trip. They
laden tree. The latter part of the
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Hathorne's Point road.
VICTROLA with records for sale,
Saturday at their home on Hyler C. E. Smith in Vinalhaven.
WHEREAS. Marguerite Duncan, of
evening being devoted to filling the
j sally Brown, and then came these were accompanied to Bangor by her
William MaNamara spent Christ
Rockland, in the County of Knox and Walnut, console style, excellent condi
street. During the evening there
bags and boxes foT the community State of Maine, by her mortgage deed tion; very reasonable. Call 793-W after
Williams-Brazier Post Auxiliary features: Recitation. Donald Reed; mother Mrs. Charles F. Ingraham
mas
in
Tluwnaston
with
friends.
148*tf
dated
13. 1934. recorded In Knox 4 p in.
was a joke Christmas tree. The will sponsor a New Year's Eve card . recitation, "A Wreath." Joy True; ex-, and her sister Mrs Minnie Small of
Christmas free with Mr. Orbeton and CountyJune
Registry ot Deeds. Book No 241.
USED hogsheads, barrels, kegs, for saie.
Miss Orpha Killeran was at home
guests wore Mr. and Mrs. Raymond party in the Legion rooms Thursday ; ercise, 'The Star,” Willis Reed. Wil- Rockland.
Leman Ox ton present to Yielp.
! Page 27. conveyed to the Home Owner’s Olive casks 150 gallons. Salmon casks 100
for two days the past week, frfim her
Loan Corporation, a corporation duly gallons. Mackerel and herring barrels
Spear, of South Warren, Mr. and at 8 o'clock.
| Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collins and I' established
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Buzaell, Mrs duties at Lewiston hospital.
lard Brown. Jr., Donald Brownell,
under the Laws of the „nd kegs. Heads dropped Inside If
Mrs. Bowdoin L. Grafton, Mr. and
United
States of America, having Its of- j desired. Already to forward. Also in the
Mr. and Mrs. N. F Andrews were Harold Brown and Lorraine Hatch; Nancy J. Tribou, Mrs. Annie Deane
family were dinner guests Christmas
Fred
Lowell
of
Thomaston
was
a
flee
and
principal
place of business in Market to buy drums
HENRY A.
Mrs. Rodney E. Brasier and Mr. and guests Christmas Day of Mr. and , pageant. “The Prophetic Child." "cast and Dr. Howard A. Tribou were holi
Washington. District of Columbia, the THORNDIKE. Newport. R I.
145-157
guest at the home of his daughter Day of Mr. Collins’ niece in Rock following
described
real
estate
situate
=n.
..i.
iT-. '
Mrs. Robert H Libby.
Mrs. Robert Walker in Warren
of which was. Joseph. Mabel Wright; day guests of Mrs. Sarah Buzzell at Mrs. E Taft. Christmas.
land.
in Rockland. In said County of Knox. I
and
State
of
Maine,
bounded
and
de<
8
;®cre
her
home
at
Simonton.
Richard F Starrett of Washington. Mary. Dorothy Beverage; Shepherds.
$800 ; 70-acre farm, good buildings $1600.
Miss Fannie Crute is at home from [ Mr and Mrs. Gordon Smith and scribed as follows.
Any of these for small payment down,
Mr. and Mrs. Willis L. Stiles re D. C., arrived yesterday to spend two ; David Hardy. Robert Hall. William
Annual meeting of the Rockport
"Beginning at an iron bolt rtn the
Winsted. Conn., for the holiday re 1 daughter Cynthia spent the holiday
balance as rent V. F. STUDLEY, Tel.
southern line of Harry Niles lot;
turned to their home in Woodfords weeks vacation with his graridpar- : True. Royce Wright; angels. Dorothy Carnival-Regatta Association will be cess.
and weekend with Mrs. Smith's
1154 283 Main St.
143tf
thence East by said Niles lot. seventy
Sunday after being guests of her ents. Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Starrett.
Baird, Thelma Brownell, Virginia held on the evening of Jan. 4 at the
(70) feet to an iron bolt; thence ; POCOHONTAS soft coat, $8.50; hard
Mrs. Bertha Peck, wife of Newton !father' T J Carro11 at Mount Pleas'
Southerly, sixteen (16) feet and two j coal, $15; coke. $11. J. B. PAULSEN.
mother. Mrs. Martha M. Carter, for
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Wilson and ! Hart, Viola Brownell; women of High School building at 7:30.
(2) Inches to a contemplated road;
Tel. 62. Thomaston.
144-tf
J. Peck who own property in this ant.
thence by said contemplated road
over the holiday and weekend. They family of Gray were guests Sunday 1 Bethlehem. Anna Hart. Estelle Bever~7'ORDSON-tractor for sale. BICKNELL
town and who have spent many vaca
westerly, seventy-seven (77) feet and ( MANUFACTURING CO
At
the
Baptist
Church
on
Thursj
144-tf
were accompanied by Miss Harriet of Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Overlock.
■ age. Clara Brownell. Pauline True;
eight (8) Inches to an iron bolt in
tions here, died at their home. Woodthe easterly line of Main Street;
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
Rose, who was returning to Boston,
-----------------men of Bethlehem. William Hall, Wil- day evening will be held the church : bridge, Conn., Dec. 19 She was in her
thence northerly by said Main Street, ! let for the season. Phone us. Rockland
after visiting Mr. and Mrs. John
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
Grand New Year's Ball, Waldoboro i fred Hobbs; Wise Men. Elroy Bever- meeting and watch night service.
twenty-eight (28) feet and seven
seventy-sixth year.
(7) Inches to place of beginning.
I___ __________
_________________ 144-tf
Earl Deane, who has been confined ;
Hewett and Mrs. John Creighton H. S. auditorium. Let's go.
age. Frederick Brownell, James Went
Being the same premises conveyed ! HOUSE 6 rooms, good cetlar, garage,
to V. F Studley Company by Fred
during the holiday.
worth; children of Bethlehem. Vid t to the house the past week with a | Eleven dairy herd improvement as
155-156
5 min. walk from Main St., some im
L. Quimby by his Warranty Deed,
provements, $1600. House 7 rooms, good
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Henry, who
Reed, Madieine Hatch. Ruth Rich severe cold is somewhat improved.
dated December 3. 1929 and recorded
sociations with 237 members have I ^7
«^X.cellar, lights, good well. 2-car garage. 8
Knox
County Registry of Deeds.
Lois Bums entertained the Rock- !
have been visiting her mother. Mrs.
ardson. Edith Beverage; youth of
acres, clear field, on good road. 5 miles
now been organized in Maine.
I
'
Book 222. Page 456, and by Charles
WASHINGTON
from city, $1000. House 7 rooms, good
port
Midgets
basketball
team,
of
j
John A. MeCoy. over the holiday, re
Bethlehem. Gerald Hall. Edward
A. Towers by his Warranty Deed
cellar, garage, barn, city water, lights
dated September 28 1929 and re
turned to their home in Winchester.
can be had. 8 or 10 acres, on tar road,
Reed. Philip Wentworth. Mrs. R. C. which she is coach at a Christinas
corded Knox County Registry of
near village, $800. House 5 rooms with
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Cunningham Wentworth, Mrs Georgia Brownell, party Saturday night at her home. ,
Mass., Monday morning. They were
Deeds, Book 222, Page 345
TOWN OF UNION
cellar, lights, center of city, $800;
Also see Warranty Deed of V. F.
another house 6 rooms with garage,
accompanied by Mrs. McCoy, who were Christmas guests of Boardman and Miss Bartlett assisted the chil Games were played and refreshments
STATE OF MAINE
Studley Company to this Grantor, of
lights, w’ater. $600 Will sell any of these
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Union. Me. in the County
even date with these presents to be
will be t heir guest for the remainder Cunningham and family.
dren in singing Christmas carols. served. The table centerpiece was a
for small payment down, balance as
of Knox, for the year 1936
recorded.”
rent. V. F STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330.
of the winter, and by Miss Elizabeth
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the
Mr. snd Mrs. Jesse Linscott and There was a special song, "We Three beautifully lighted (Christmas tree. I
WHEREAS, the condition of said Many more not listed.
144-tf
Town of Union aforesaid, for the year 1936. committed to me for collection Mortgage la broken:
Present
were:
Mary
Daucette,
Bar

MJCoy. who will be with them for family visited Mrs. Linscott's parents Kings ' by the Wise Men, and Philip
for said Town on the 14th day of May 1936 remain unpaid; and notice is here I Now. therefore, by reason of the breach
by given that if said taxes with Interest and charges are not previously paid so of the condition thereof, the said Home
a few days before resuming her in Penobscot recently.
Wentworth sang as a solo ‘Give of bara Richardson, Caroline Burns,
much ot the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, ’ Owners’ Loan Corporation, by Elisha W
Earlene Davis, Marjorie Noyes. Alice
including Interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at public Pike, its Attorney thereunto duly R * position in Chicago, Ill.
Your
Eest,"
representing
the
Youth
The many friends of C. L. Stickney
auction at Town Hall in said Town, on the first Monday in February. 1937. at authorized by its power of attorney
MacDonald. Marjorie Brodis.
Miss Rosa Teele and niece. Miss regret to learn of his death.
nine o'clock A M.
of Bethlehem.
dated October 1, 1936. and recorded tn I
Mrs.
Mabel
Withee
was
an
overI
Edith Harris, who have been with Mr
The spirit of Christmas was elo
1 the Knox County Registry of Deeds,
Mr. and Mrs. E. Burnell Overlock
Name of Owner
Description of Property
Amount of Tax Due Book 249, Page 313, claims a foreclosure (
night
and
Christmas
guest
of
Mr.
lt«.
and Mrs. Norman Simmons, on
of said mortgage, and gives this notice
and son are spending their Christ quently demonstrated in the sending and Mrs. Bertram Gardner at Rock
ADAMS. H E—Land near Law's Corner ........................................................
<2
$2 16 | for that purpose
MY home on Pleasant St., to let for
Georges street, for the past several
of
12
baskets
of
fruit
to
shut-ins.
mas vacation with relatives in town.
Dated this twelfth day of December, winter, 4 rooms, bath, pantry and shed;
ANDREWS. ELLA—Land formerly owned by Maynard Leach ..........
12 15
woeks. are occupying the upstairs
Sunday school members brought their land.
furnace,
electric range, refrigerator,
'A.
D.
1936
BACHELDER. GEORGE W—Wood lot near Charles Butler's ............
5 40 HOME OWNERS' LOAN CORPORATION radio, washing machine, mangle, vacuum
Mrs. Alfred Nash and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Bohndell en
apar.ment in Frank D. Hathorne’s
"White Gifts" for the King the Sun
BICKNELL
HEIRS
OP
CHARLES
—
Land
formerly
Sadie
Kelley's;
land
cleaner,
player
piano. $7 week, adults.
By
Elisha
W.
Pike.
Lucille were business callers in
formerly Avery Sldelinger s ................................................................ _....
house on Dunn street.
12 15
day before, and placed them upon the tertained as Christmas dinner guests >
150-T-156 DELIA YORK. Tel 904-J.
154-156
Rockland.
Thursday.
BURNS, HEIRS OF OSCAR—Land near Law's Corner .........................
5 40
Mr and Mrs. Edward C. Andrews
FULLY furnished two room apartment
Christmas tree. These gifts were used Mrs. Fred Sylvester of Wollaston.
1 35
with kitchenette Modern, one or two
There was a good attendance at to purchase the fruit for the baskets Mass., Miss Hortense Bohndell and I CHARON. JOSEPH—Sukeforth Field .......... . ...................................................
and sons. Paul and Edward, returned
adults only. Apply 16 Summer St.. Tel.
CRAMER. HEIRS OP MILES D —1-5 land near N. Sldellnger's; 1-10
665-W
165*1
to their dome in Plainfield. Vt„ Sun the last monthly meeting of Even which were appropriately decorated John Bohndell.
land near F L. Walker’s .............. . ............................................... ..........
2 43
A special watch night service will
APARTMENT to let over Shute’s Bar
DAVIS. ERNEST C—Angler’s Farm: Mary O Thomas place; Mattle
day alter spending the holiday with ing Star Grange. The annual instal in Christmas colors. Miss McKnight,
ber Shop. 566 Main St., unfurnished.
Brawn place. Balance ................................................... . ...........................
158 00
lation of officers will be held the the director, was remembered with a be held Thursday evening at the
relatives.
C A HAMILTON, 29 Chestnut St.. Tel.
GUSHEE. HEIRS OF R A.—1-3 Tannery Lot ............................................
5 40
I
986-J.
_____________________________ 153-tf
third
Saturday
in
January.
All
Methodist
Church
beginning
at
7:30.
Miss Barbara Elliot, who has been
mcst generous basket. Much credit
HASTINGS. HEIRS OF ERWIN— U Boggs Farm ....................................
8 10
1 ATTRACTIVE and convenient steam
KALER. HAROLD—Charles Ashe farm and buildings ..... ...................
43 20
spending the past several days with members not otherwise solicited, for the success and excellence of the Ralph Wentworth County Agent will
' heated office to let. Location opposite
LOGAN, ARCHIE—Land and 'building near Ida Robbins ...................
10 80
foot of Limerock Street affords unusual
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. Arthur will take pastry.
program was due to Mrs. Evelyn give an illustrated talk and refresh
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
GO
MADDOCKS.
ELLIS
—
House
barn
and
land
In
North
Union
..............
21
light and valuable publicity facilities,
J. Elliot, returned to Boston Sunday
Mr. and 'Mrs. W. W. Light are with Brown. Mrs. Georgia Brownell and ments will be served.
i E C. MORAN CO________________ 148-tf
MADDOCKS. MAYNARD OR OWNER— Wilkes Maddocks place ........
10 it
Mr. and Mrs. pB. ft Paul spent
their daughter, Mrs. Blanche Rokes Mrs. Abbie Baird, also the devoted
afternoon.
FIRST floor apartment to let. five
MESERVEY. ABBIE—House and lot ...... .........................................................
32 40
rooms and bath. Electricity and gas.
MESSER. MINOT—Robbins wood lot; Wood lot ....................................
8 10
for the winter.
superintendent, Mrs. Etta Fernald. Christmas with their son-in-law
I Fine location.
References
required.
MITCHELL BROTHERS—Wood lot near (J. R Danforth .....................
8 10
and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Apply at 87 North Main St.
151-tf
• • • •
Funeral services for Charles S
Mrs. Ruth Boynton and child-ren
MCDONALD. BOARDMAN—Jameson wood lot ........................... . ............
2 70
( FURNISHED apartment to let. nice
Johnson and family in Camden.
Jones were held 'front the residence were Christmas dinner guests of 'Mrs
POST. EDA—Land and buildings ..................................... . ............................
54 00
and warm, all modern, hot water heat,
The East Union Sunday school was
John Annis of Morristown, N, J.,
1 rent reasonable FLOYD SHAW, 47 No.
Saturday afternoon with the Rev. Boynton's parents, Mr. and Mrs. closed earlier than usual due to the
REYNOLDS. IdlLDRED—Commlngs Fie id; field near B. |F. Jones ....
27 00
Main St.. Tel 422-R.
148-tf
and
Edwin
Annis
of
Brooklyn,
N.
Y.,
ROBINSON. FRANK—A. O. Varney Field .............................................. .......
5 40
Hubert F. Leach officiating. He was Arthur Overlock.
prevalence of measles. Services will spent the holiday and weekend with
FURNISHED heated apartment to let,
ROLFE,
HAROLD
—
Land
on
.Barrett
Hill
.......................................................
5
40
bora jn Camden April 8. 1862, son of
, two rooms, bath. FOSS HOUSE. Tel. 330,
Miss Mary Humes who is employed be resumed later.
SANSOM. WILLIAM—Boggs wood lot ............................................................
5 40
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
77 Park St.
147-tf
Christopher D. and Eliza (Hawes) in Augusta was at home over the
SAVAGE. EZRA—Field near Otto Karl ................. . .......... ..........................
2 70
All rural schools closed for Christ Annis.
| FURNISHED apartment, 3 rooms,
Jones, and had resided in this town holiday.
10
80
SILONEN.
FRANZ.
(TRUSTEE
—
Land
near
Ida
Robbins
......
.
............
modern. Oarage If desired. Fine conmas vacation on Dec. 18. The pupils
Milford Payson has gone to New
| dltlon. C. A EMERY, Tel. 436-M 147-tf
for the past 40 years. He is survived
16 20
SIMMONS. BURDEAN—Pasture land ................. .... . ................. ............... .
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Philbrook and and teacher. Miss Rowe Of the Razor- York City to spend the school vaca
5
40
SPEAR.
KENNETH
—
Cottage
at
Crawford
Pond
•
..........................................
UPSTAIRS tenement to let. 6 rooms,
by his wife. Mrs. Carrie Jones; son of Union were business callers ville school, presented a Christmas
garage. Centrally located. 56 Talbot ave .
tion.
2 70
SULLIVAN. FRANK—Alton Butler Place .......................................................
mother. Mrs. Eliza Jones, of Rock
Tel. 274-M._______________________ 145-tf
in town Wednesday.
gift to Miss McKnight, thus showing
21 60
Mr. and (Mrs. Howard A. Carroll, WEBB. CLAYTON—House and lot ....................................................................
port: one sister. Mrs. Minnie Weed,
PARK street restaurant to let com5 40
WITHAM. KENNETH—Moses Sldelinger Farm
........................................
Jack Webber of Patten was their appreciation of her visits and who have been living in Portland
1 pletelv furnished, very low price. V F.
of Rockport; a son. Randall Jones, of
\
CARL
W
MITCJHELL
STUDLEY.
Tel. 1154 or 330.
138-tf
weekend guest of his grandmother lessons with them. So also did the where he was employed by the Na
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Union, Maine
Dec 24. 1936
this town, and a grandson, Myron Mrs. Helen Bowes.
NEWLY decorated apt. to let, lour
pupils and teachers. Mrs. Taylor of tional Youth Administration, spent
156-T-5
rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St., Tel. 156-W.
Jones, also of this town.. The bear
The Christinas fair put on by the the Willardham schccl, and the Long the holiday and weekend with rela
144-tf
ers were: George Redman, Anson Ladies' Guild was a success both
Cove school and teacher, Mrs tives here and in Camden. They left
Pryor. Patrick W. Sanfey, Capt.
TOWN OF ISLE AU HAUT
socially and financially.
Monaghan.
Monday to make their new home in
STATE OP MAINE
Hollie Harrington and Fred Redman,
The thoughtful and generous spirit Augusta where he has a position with
R
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Isle au Haut, In the County
all of this town; interment was in the
»
ol Knox, for the year 1936,
shown Miss McKnight during the the Central Maine Power Company.
AND UP
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners IB the
Thomaston cemetery.
♦
Christmas season is much appreciated
Town of Isle au Haut aforesaid, for the year 1936, committed to me for collection
Dr. Ralph Wooster and family of
«
The Happy-Go-Lucky Club will
Vonr
Old
Range
Taken
in
for
said
town
of
the
21st
day
of
May
1936.
remain
unpaid;
and
notice
Is
by her, and she takes this way to ex Bangor spent Christmas with his
hereby given that if said taxes with Interest and charges are not previ
Exchange
meet at the home of Mrs. Pearl Macously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient and necessary
WATCHMAKER—watches, clocks, an
press her thanks and also to say with parents Mr. and Mrs. p. P. Wooster.
The Accumulative
to pay the amount due therefor. Including Interest and charges, will be sold
Farland Wednesday night.
Atlantic Ranges are available in tiques. all kinds repaired Call and
all her heart "Happy New Year to
Harold
Robbins
was
at
home
from
at public auction at Revere Memorial Hall In said Town, on the first Monday
deliver S. ARTHUR MACOMBER 23
Mr. and Mrs George E. Shaw, Mr.
Black and All En$mrl Finishes
In February, 1937, at nine o'clock A. M.
Amesbury 3t., Rockland, Tel. 958-j.
you all."
Portsmouth, N. H„ for the holiday.
Effect of Good
151*13
and Mrs. Alton P. Shaw of Richmond,
EASY
TERMS
AS
DESIRED
Miss Lillian Brann is at home from
Description of Property
Amount of Tax Due
Name of Owner
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
and Harold Shaw of Freeport,
Including Interest and
Samples and knitting directions free.
Reading, Mass., for the Christmas
Advertising
Charges
spent Christmas with Mr. and Mrs.
H. A. BARTLETT, Harmony Maine.
WE BUY
recess.
__________________________
156-10
Harold Jack. High street.
NATHANIEL
MERCHANT
HEIRS
—
Land
bounded
on
North
by
land
Miss Carolyn Graffam, assistant
SKATE sharpening, promptly done.
Cannot
of Isle au Haut Land Co., Inc. On East by land of D. M. Grant
Mr. and Mrs. Robert MacFarland
CRIE HARDWARE CO., 408 Main St.
Heirs; on South toy Sea. Lot No. 28—86 acres Value $576. ,......
$21 60
typewriting Instructor at Burdett
____________ _____________________ 142 -1 f
and family spent Sunday with Mr.
H WHITE—Bills Island so- called North from Isle au
CLARENCE E. DANIELS College arrived home Thursday for HERBERT
TEL.
9s0
Be
Overestimated
Haut. About 2 miles. 12 acres —Value $75.............................. .....
2 81
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
and Mrs. Bert Jewett, Whitefield.
313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND land
JEWELER
LLEWELLYN RICH
the school vacation.
Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Dec. 14, 1936.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Isle auHaut, Maine.
47-tl solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
370 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Thompson
150-T-156
Mr. and Mrs. Albert U. Rhodes and
132-tX
had as guests Christmas Eve and

ROCKPORT

THOMASTON

Home

Heating

Hints

MAYTAG RACER CONTEST

W

:: NOTICE::

• LOST AND FOUND ;

MCLOON SALES & SERVICE

WANTED

I

TO LET

Atlantic
RANGES

M9.50

MISCELLANEOUS

OLD GOLD

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

Every-Other-Day
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A GOLDEN WEDDING

OCl ETY | Senter Crane Gomjfanj

! Mr. and Mrs. John C. Mun'A,,
sey Honored At Warren

Gathering

BURPEE & LAMB

One cf Warren's most delightful
affairs of the Christmas season was 1
the reception tendered Saturday eve- j
Close Out Of
ning. at the Warren Congregational'
church parlors, to Mr. and Mrs. John
C Munsey, honoring their 50th wed- I
ding anniversary which fell on
Mr. and Mrs. William Parker of [
Christmas Day.
Given for the'
East Hampton, Mass., were holiday I
church and circle by the Congrega- j
and weekend guests of Mrs. Parker's I
tional Ladies’ Circle, the reception ]
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Fairbrother of parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Stod
was attended by 50, numbering mem
27 Eastern avenue, Augusta, announce dard.
bers of the parish and the circle,
the marriage of their daughter, Milligiven under the direction of Mrs.
Mrs. Jennie Smith joined her son.
Service Weight
cent Mae to Laurence Ricker Mac
Willis R. Vinal, the president of the
L. C. Smith, at Vinalhaven for the
Allister of Rockland, last Aug. 19 at
circle, assisted by Mrs. Evelyn Rob
Christmas holiday.
Portsmouth, N. H. The news comes
inson, Mrs. Laura Starrett, and Mrs.
as a surprise to ptiany friends of the
Elmer Jameson Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Doyle have
couple. Mrs. Mac/fllister was gradu
The manufacturers of No-Mend have disconStanding in the receiving line weie
«
ated from Cony High School and been spending several days with Mr.
the honor guests, Mrs. Munsey
tinued No. 454 service weight. Although this
itom Gates Business College. Mr gyle's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
dressed most charmingly in a wine
Doyle
in
Bath,
MacAllister is engaged in the insur
colored crepe dinner gown, with cor
was one of our best $1.25 numbers we will
ance business in Rockland where they
sage of yellow roses presented her by
close it out this week at—
Capt. and Mrs. John A. Stevens en
are making their home. -Kennebec
her younger son, Everett Munsey of
tertained at a family dinner Christ
Journal.
Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
mas Day. Mr. and Mrs. George S
! Munsey, the latter in navy blue
i crepe; Mr. and Mrs. Everett Munsey, |
Miss Bertha McIntosh , Hany Clair, Mr and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard |.
I the latter in black chiffon trimmed
Thornberg, Mr. and Mrs. James Mc and Mr. and Mrs. William Parker.
1 with white; Mrs. Ethel Griffin in a
Intosh. and Miss Nellie Packard
$17.95
$19.95
$22.50 COATS, now
$25.00 SUITS, now
Miss Ella Mank of East Waldoboro!
| yellow dinner gown, her daughters,
spent Christmas with Mr. and Mrs.
was a holiday guest of Mr. and Mrs
$i9.95
$25.00 COATS, now
j Martha in pink crepe, and Alice I
$21.95
William Clinton, Glen Cove.
$27.50 SUITS, now
Charles Harvey.
i Marie in blue crepe; John Munsey,
$21.95
$27.50 COATS, now
$22.95
$28.50 SUITS, now
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence MunsHarold Blackington, a student of
Frank
S.
Sherman
is
awaiting
a
sey.
and
Rev.
H.
I.
Holt,
pastor
of
Massachusetts Diesel Institute of
$27.95
$35.00 COATS, now
$24.95
$3! .50 'SUITS, now
Engineering, is spending the holidays!second sur*ical operation at Knox!,
i the Congregational Church. Music
I for the reception was furnished by
with his family on Waldo avenue.
HosPltal- His condition is regarded
Top Coats Reduced
Alterations Free
' as quite favorable.
Mrs. Carrie R. Smith at the piano,
and the chorus singing of many of j
Miss Winona Newton of Boston, is j
Ellis Mills, who spent Christmas i
the old time favorites, led by Miss j
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Day with Mr. and Mrs. Frank L j
Hilda Aspey, Mrs. Carrie Wyllie. Miss j
With the above we will sell our complete stock
Ray Newton.
i Clark, left Sunday afternoon for his i
Evelyn Berry, and Chester Wyllie.
home in New York.
of regular 79 cent Service and Chiffon Hosiery
Mrs. Wyllie sang soprano selecThe meeting of the Rubinstein1
_____
I tions, "Silver Threads Among the |
Club, scheduled for Jan. 1 will be
Mr and Mrs EImcr A Rising of [
' Gold,” "Believe Me If All Those Enomitted, the next gathering to be the
Masa arrived in Rockland
$2.95
idearing Young Charms;” Miss Eve$ 4.00 ZIPPERS, now
$1.45
$2.00 SHIRTS, now
evening meeting of Jan. 15.
. Christmas Eve to spend Uie holiday
I lym Berry rendered. ‘'love's Old
$3.55
$ 5.00 ZIPPERS, now
and weekend with his parents. Mr.
Sweet Song.” and "Drink To Me Only
$3.00 SHIR TS, now
$2.25
Dr. and Mrs F. F. Brown and fam and Mrs. Harry Rising.
With Thine Eyes;" Chester Wyllie
$ 8.95 MACKINAWS now $6.55
ily spend the holiday with Mr. and
gave the tenor solo, *‘O Promise Me
$3.95
$5.00 SHIRTS, now
Mrs. F. A. Brown at Vinalhaven.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Daniels
and Miss Aspey sang. “I Love You
$10.00 MACKINAWS, now $7.55
and daughter Barbara were guests
$4.15
$5.50 SHIRTS, now
Truly.'
|
This Week Only
Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Ames were Sunday at the Daniels' home. Tal
$12.50 MACKINAWS, now $8.95
George W. Walker, in behalf of the
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clif bot avenue.
church and circle presented Mr. and
Men’s Woolen Pants Reduced
ford Burkett in Camden.
Boys’ Mackinaws Reduced
Mrs. Munsey with a gift, saying as he
Elmer C. Withee Jr. was the
J did so. "Marriage made you one. but
i which one,” to which Mrs. Munsey
responded graciously. Ice cream and
Rest Haven. Limerock street.
street, returning Sunday to Portland
cake wete served, the committee as
HUDSON-BIRD
where he has employment with the
Mrs. Eva Crabtree and son Roger
UNION
THE FOOD BUDGET
sisted by George Waiker and Robert
Miss Gwen Rubenstein, who is the
of North Haven and Mr. and Mrs.
Holmes Electric Supply Co.
Walker.
,
Yield quicker to
house guest of Miss Flora Rowe, at
Mr. and Mrs. (Fred Oiles of Ten- '
Robert. W. Hudson, formerly of
Charles Burns of Wollaston, Mass.,
The decorations, in charge of Mrs. An Armour Economist Tells ant's Harbor were guests of Mrs. !
double action of
Searsport, was among those attend- j Master Richard Rising is spending were Christmas guests of Mr. and
East Providence and Miss Mary F. P. D. Starrett, were tastefully ar
ing the Christmas party held at the hls vacation at his home in Atlantic Mrs. I E. Simpson. Beech street. Mrs.
the Wondering Housewife Mary Clark and son Robert Wednes
Bird were quietly married Saturday ranged, consisting of yellow candles,
home of Mr . and Mrs. Maurice
day and Thursday.
Carroll Bums accompanied her
How To Manage
night at the home of the bride's flowers of the money plant, the parRivers.
Miss Molly Rhodes of Portland.
STAINLESS now, if you prefe
Mrs. Alice Gordon of Warrer. vlritmother to North Haven yesterday for
mother. Mrs. Ella S. Bird. 33 Spring 'lnrs 1«h,ed
with n°°r
I who is a frequent visitor in the home
(By
Marie
Gifford,
Armour
i
ed
friends
here
Tuesday.
,
.i The centerpiece of the table from
Miss Katherine Crowley spent of Miss Caroline Littlefield, was hon a brief visit.
Food Economist)
street, the officiating clergyman be-J^ ,he refref4lmenta were serVfd
Earle MoCrillis of Winthrop is the
Christmas at her home in Lewiston. or guest at a surprise party Wednes
A
peek
at the food budget, these guest of his mother. Mrs Alvah
WED.-THURS.
ing Rev Dr. John Smith Lowe. A i were of small golden chrysanthe
day evening at the home of Mr. and
There will be no supper at Pleasdays, makes one wonder if famine is Ames.
Mrs. William Holbrook and childen
brief
honeymoon
trip
took
the
couple
mums.
fern,
flanked
with
white
Mrs. Adelbert L. Miles, on Orkney ant Valley Grange Friday owing to
The O.EB. Circle will serve a public
Dorothy. Lucille Helen May and Pa
to follow the feast of Christmas
street i Portland ) Miss Rhodes is a the many New Year activities. Next to Mr. Hudson's Rhode Island home. 1 candles, both of which were set off
HERE tS A
tricia Ann, were guests at a family i
But
that
is
the
moment
to
'
dinner
Thursday.
j
.
by
the
exquisite
lace
cloth.
week.
1 supper will be Jan. 15, with the new
sstudent at Northfield Seminary.
The bridegroom is the Central
1 Dr. and Mrs. Plumer were guests
party given Friday at the home of
bring a little concentrated thought
PICTURE
lady officers in charge.
Maine Power Company's lighting ex
of their son Paul at Augusta Christ
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Grafton, Thom
Mrs. D. E. Ball and daughter Miss
onto
the
matter
of
inexpensive
food
MEDOMAK
pert, a comparatively newcomer who
MARKED FOR
mas day.
aston.
Lucy Ball, motored to Millinocket
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stahl spent dishes, particularly main hot dishes.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Walter
Lindsey
cn!
Mrs.
Minnie
Rogers
entertained
as
has already made many friends in ^hristmas Day with Mr. Stahl s par
i Thursday to spend the holiday and
GREATNESS!
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Keith of Wa
Of the budget meat dishes, none tertained a large family gathering
; weekend with'Mr. and Mrs. Percy holiday guests Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rockland. The bride is a teacher of ents at Dutch Neck.
terville spent Sunday with Mr and
Rogers
of
Bath.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Christmas
day.
are
more
adaptable
than
ground
Pinette and family.
Mrs. Thomas Carter and son HartHygiene. Penmanship and Music in
Mrs. A. D. Morey.
The M E. Church School held their
Atkinson. Miss Elizabeth Hardy and
Junior High School and among her well left for South Weymouth, Mass.' meats. The most inexpensive cuts
SAMUEL GOLDWYN
Miss Adelaide Cross is visiting Miss Barbara Atkinson and Paul At social activities has been prominent Saturday to spend a week with Mr. of beef, lamb or veal are made into Christmas concert Wednesday eve
Miss Dorothy Ulmer and Robert
kinson of Dover-Foxcroft.
ning. The children took their parts
hot tho honor to
Misses Ruth and Charlotte Banschin
the
direction
of
and
participation
and
Mrs.
Max
Sidelinger.
perfectly
tender
and
easily
prepared
Ulmer, Ralph Blackington and Nel
very nicely. A beautiful tree heavily
pros«nt
back at Long Island. N. Y.
■ Mrs. L. W. Osier and daughter and meats toy the simple process ol grind
in amateur theatricals.
son Waters all of Everett. Mass., were
laden with gifts brought joy to the
SmCLIlH
1 Mrs. Ovin McLain and children were ing. Besides the use of inexpensive
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Randall and
holiday and weekend guests of Mr.
little folks, and there were pretty
Neil Little came last week from granddaughter Joyce Kahili of Port
LEWIS’
' in Damariscotta Tuesday.
and Mrs. Walter Connon, West Hartford, Conn., to spend the holi
cuts, you'll find that ground meats boxes of candy and sugared pop corn
Mr. and Mrs. Astor Willey spent
land and Francis E. Harrington of
Meadow road.
for everyone.
day? with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. j Hartford were guests Christmas Day
i Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. Clar- go farther in serving than other cuts.
Paul Plumer and family of Port
|
ence
Eugley
at
Waldoboro..
Wallace Little.
One
pound
of
ground
veal,
beef
or
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Entt and
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton E. Morse
FOR THE
land are guests of his parents Dr. and
Mrs Fred Keene Jr. is again a pa- lamb may toe counted on to serve
C. M Harrington, Talbot avenue.
spent Christmas in Gardiner as
Kirs H. H. Plumer.
"Making good recovery" is the word
)
tient
at the Memorial Hospital where four persons even without the addi
guests of Mr and Mrs Fuller Doug which comes from Knox Hospital
The church looked very pretty Sun
WAITH
she
underwent
a
second
operation
L. C. Staples, superintendent of
las.
tion of crumbs or vegetables.
day with its decorations of evergreen
relative to Arthur S. Baker, of the
last
Tuesday.
HUSTON
firm of Cochran, Baker & Cross, who schools in Stamford. Conn, was a re
In choosing ground meats, you may trees and wreaths, the work of Mrs,
Mrs. Frank Collamore was a Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Pearl and underwent an appendix operation cent guest of Mr and Mrs. I. E..
RUTH
either buy the already ground cuts T. C. Chapman and her Sunday
land visitor last week.
daughter Maxine of Marlboro. Mass.,
Simpson, enroute to North Haven for
there.
School class.
such
as
hamburger,
lamb
patties
or
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Simmons of
are guests for the week of Mr. and
a few days' visit with his father. C. S.
CHATTERTON
Cleon Butler who has worked with
Friendship were callers on Mr. and chicken legs which the butcher
Mrs. William T. Flint, Knox street,
J. Robert Adams of Malden, Mass., Staples.
makes lip for sale, or you can choose his brother in Rockland for several
PAUL LUKAS.
. Mrs. Roscoe Collamore Sunday.
Thomaston.
was a recent visitor at his former
your own meat and have it ground or months, is at home for a few weeks'
Mr
and
Mrs.
Maynard
Payson
and
MARY ASTOR
home in this city.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone and
rest.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Henry of Win
Louisa Shuman oi Camden spent put It through your own feed chop
daughter Janet were in Cornish for
All
hearts
go
out
to
Mrs.
Carrie
chester, Mass., returned home Mon
Christmas with their parents Mr. and per.
TODAY
Byron, young son of Mr. and Mrs. the holiday weekend as guests of
Veal or lamb shoulder, breast or Mank in her grief for the death of
ELEANOR POWELL
day, having been holiday and week Chauncey M. D. Keene was operated
Mrs M. L. Shuman.
relatives.
her only son, William who was in
in
end guests of Mrs. James Donahue, upon for an emergency case of ap
Mrs. Ralph Genthner and children neck, pork shoulder and beef chuck,
"BORN TO DANCE"
flank, plate or rump are all good stantly killed in an auto accident on
SILVER
and
Mrs.
Eugene
Genthner
were
in
Park street.
pendicitis Sunday. The report this
Mr. and Mrs. John H. McLoon and
buys for grinding. The best flavor Christmas day.
GOLD
Camden and Rockland Monday.
morning is favorable.
son Billy made family visits in Pon
in beef comes from the flank from
BLUSH VELVET
Mr. and Mrs. U. V. Scott of Orono
Mr. and Mrs. Verg Prior and Mrs.
iard
and
at
Cape
Elizabeth
during
which the meat has been cut for
BRAIDED
SATIN
spent the weekend with Mrs. Earl S.
■Mrs. Vina Ulmer and Miss Anne
Ira Teele were in Augusta last Mon
Grand New Year's Ball, Waldoboro
the holiday and weekend?
grinding as they make excellent
BLACK
SUEDE
Ames at Rest Haven.
day.
Blackington have returned from
H. S. auditorium. Let's go.
stock for soup.
Malden. Mass., where they spent
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Shuman and
155-156
Very lean meats like veal or beef
Mrs. Joshua N. Southard left this Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. William 1 Mrs. Eugene Harrington had as
Mrs. M. L. Shuman were in Rockland
are enhanced by the addition of a
mornng for Scarsdale, N. Y., to visit W. Graves.
hodiday weekend guests, Mrs. Wil
Wednesday.
little
ground fresh pork or salt pork.
her daughter, Mrs. Bennett R. Speer,
liam J. Prendergast, Miss Mary Har
j Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Osier and chllTHURSDAY
Lamb Is sufficiently fat If cut from
WEDNESDAY NiTE IS
who is recovering from an accident.
Robert Allen is on a trip to Balti rington. Walter and Leo Harrington,
; dren spent Christmas Day with Mrs.
shoulder or breast. Ground ham
more where he is the guest of Mr. ali of Jefferson, Mass.
Osier's parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. L,
“The 5 of Us” entertained at a tur and Mrs. John Williams. The itiner
shank is best mixed' with a little
Hilton at Broad Cove.
key dinner, the guests of honor being ary called for visits also to Phila
TOTAL AWARDS
fresh pork or veal.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter ana
, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Carter and
the husbands of the five A Christ delphia. New York and Boston.
There are literally dozens of recipes
children Caroline and Richard spent
Mrs. Bessie Prior were in Damarl- for making use of ground meats,
mas tree with gifts for all, and beano
Christmas Day with Mrs. W F.
Prices1 scotfa Friday.
were enjoyed. Preparations for the
either as meat balls, meat patties or
Senter in Brunswick.
' Mr, and Mrs. Thomas Gerrior of meat loaves.
$150.01)
flist birthday party on Jan. 7 were
FIRST,
150.00
Waldoboro were in town last week.
SECOND,
made.
Patties of beef or lamb may be
Chapin Class meets tonight witli
$ 25.00
THIRD,
Mr. and Mrs. Vernard Carter of put on the broiler rack and broiled
Informal
?4rs. Nora Cooper. Limerock street.
SEE OUR WINDOWS
Round Pond spent Tuesday evening ju,st like the temderest chops or
Our 'great "before Inventory” sale
ON THE SCREEN
t with Mrs. Carter's parents, Mr. and steaks, either with the addition of
is in full slwing ending Thursday j
Kenneth D. Nosworthy of Boston
N
N
Mrs. Eugene Genthner.
night. Every article in our great 1
other meats like bacon or sausage, or
was a guest for the holiday and ovei
E
E
ROCKLAND. ME.
Maurice Keene is visiting relatives with vegetables or fruits brushed
stock at a reduced price in. this last J
the
weekend
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oscar
W
W
in Bucksport.
minute of the year sale. Stonington
with butter. These combinations
S. Duncan, Main street.
Furniture Co., Rockland, -radv.
make delicious mixed grilis.
Y
Y
Loaves need not toe uninteresting
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Simpson of
E
E
things you've often seen either. Bake
j Stonington were Christmas day
A
A
them In individual ramekins and
guests of their son, I. E. Simpson,
Advertising In
Hint tobeiiv, i serve with a mushroom gravy—or
R
R
Beech street.
bake them with some unusual flavor
STUART IRWIN
A New England
THIS
ROBERT ARMSTRONG
EVE
EVE
Product, at attrac
combinations in the seasoning or
.cajoU
are
i%r
L
eed
qf
BETTY FURNESS
SOUTH HOPE
tive prices. Send
sauce. A tip of baking large loaves
Wedding STATiONEny
for free samples
PAPER
OPENING DANCE
ts
always
in
order.
Line
the
pan
Miss Charlotte Robbins, Miss Hope
with knitting hints.
Sociai Eng^ng
with oiled paper if you want to save
Bowley, Robert Crabtree and Eugene
Visit our yarn shop.
work in getting the loaf out while.
.Is a
Open daily.
Dunbar and others enjoyed skating
JHE
COUf
’lER-GAZETlE
These little potted balls are delici
15
Piece Band
15 at Rocky Pond, West Rockport.
THOMAS IIODGSON & SONS, Inc
Good Investment
ous too—baked slowfy and well in the
ROCKLAND
Tickets 50 Cents
Christmas Day.
Concord Worsted Mills
TODAY—BRUCE CABOT in “THE BIG GAME”
Every Cent To The Equipment
casserole with any favorite vegetable
Concord, New Hampshire
MAINE
Christmas night the young folks
Fund
156-157
144T&S13
seasoning.
| ,
had a skating party at Fish's Pond.

Announces a

Mrs. Rupert Stratton, son Bruce
and daughter Jean have been spend
ing a few days in Westbrook, the
guests of Mrs. Stratton's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Oorrie.

of

Men’s Suits and Overcoats

$

SUITS

OVERCOATS

MEN’S MACKINAWS AND
ZIPPERS

MEN’S

1 00

pair

FLANNEL SHIRTS

69c

crane company

Childrens Colds

EVENING SLIPPERS

NEW YEAR BALL

Strand £

BANK NITE

$325.00

And What a Dance!

$3.95, $5.00

McLain Shoe Store

KNITTING WOOLS

CHUMP.

Community Building

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

By the Veteran |

Milton; Jose Hobbs Makes j
Correction

Out For a Generation, It Is
With Us Again In All Its
Glory

WILL BE LENGTHY

THE GRADE SCHOOLS

BICYCLE IS BACK

NEWS OF THE TURF

As Told

Every-Other-Day
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AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

The bicycle is back again. Census
G. M Hatch, the veteran turfman,
Bureau
reports cn this transportation
who writes those interesting articles
device show that 640.000 new ones
for the Bangor Daily News under the
a
i i
were produced in the United States
name of "Milton," has the following
tn 1335. the biggest crop in 30 years.
tc say about some Maine horses:
"Massachusetts police chiefs are
In response to a letter J. H. Hobbs 1
ccncocting
traffic regulations for
of Camden tells me that his two-year- ■
cyclists,
”
says
a bulletin from the
old gelding Carioca by Pal O'Mine is I
Wf
hingten.
D.
C., headquarters ot
incorrectly given a record of 2.17% in j
the
National
Geographic
Society
the statistics of the turf papers. He
“
Large
cities
have
built
special
cinderwas trained in 2.23 on one occasion 1
surfaced
paths
for
them
through
and second in events for age at Lew- ,
shady parks.
Department stores
iston and West Cumberland. There
offer pedaling instruction on indoor
is one called Carioca also a two-yearrinks or stationary wheels.
old. ally, I think, by Spencer (3)
"Weekly 'bike trains' carry the two
1.59%, but this one has a record of
wheeled g.pcrtsmen. their cycles
stabled in baggage cars, off to quiet 2.00%. having had the advantages of
country roads for a day's exercise j
Kentucky Blue Grass and a much
beyond
the reach of metropolitan J
longer season for training. Mr. Hobbs
street jams.
has his Carioca and also iNicdale (p>
Walter Huston and Ruth Chatter-1 tnvolved with a dubiously smart set
A Fad Here, A Necessity Elsewhere ton head the cast of Samuel Gold-! and leaves Dodsworth to amuse him2.09% with Franz Simmons at Rock
“This latest craze in America has wyn's screen version of Sinclair self as she dances in all the gayest
land. The dam of Carioca is in the i
home stable at Camden and Mr Hobbs
Jafk Holt finds himself at a disadvantage in this scene from his new pie- been seized upon as a pleasant means Lewis’ "Dodsworth," which comes restaurants with the worldly Arnold
Iselin and the handsome Kurt Von
had a ride behind her the first of tnr’ Columbia’s "North of Nome," showing Wednesday at Park Theatre. of obtaining the city-dweller's lux Wednesday and Thursday.
Huston again plays the title role of I Obersdorf, an Impoverished young
uries, fresh air and exercise. In
September in a "well preserved" whrt with John Miljan pointing a gun at him and Roger ImhofT and Paul
many foreign countries, however Sam Dodsworth. the easy-going Austrian aristocrat. When she be
sleigh right close to a century oid hur,t ,,n
*arbl ‘>'in* him «P- 11 1111 ukfs pUcr in a baracoon, or where the bicycle has long been elect American husband, in which lit comes romantically involved with
This mare. Ruth Rose (2) 2.16%, is cab n, on an isolated island in the Bering Sea. Holt plays part of a seal ed the leader among vehicles. It won scored well on the stage for more Iselin. Dodsworth forgives her. But
due to produce n 1937 an own brother , poacher. Evelyn Venable Is his leading lady. William Nigh directed.—adv. its popularity contest on the durable , than two years, and Miss Chatterton when Kurt asks her to marry him,
or sister to Carioca,
platform of usefulness.
has the role of Fran. the pretty, she ruthlessly divorces Dodsworth.
Fred C. Pooler of Skowhegan is
"In Bermuda, for instance, where frivolous, selfish wife whom he Wandering around Europe alone, he
passing the winter in Florida and it's
meets and falls in love with Mrs.
automobiles are banned, bicycles are adores.
a pretty safe bet he sees a lot of the
virtually a household necessity for
The story opens when hard-work Cortright. a charming, sympathetic
Juveniles ln their trtirlrg works.
youth and age. The flat brick high- ing successful Sam Dodsworth retires woman. But in the midst of his newThere are now 23 trofers and 50
ways of the Netherlands are too good ' ,0 travel and enjoy his first taste of found happiness. Fran's marriage
pacers having records of two minutes
as cycling roads to waste, and in leisure But to his wife, Fran. Eu- plans fall through and she franticor faster. The names at the head of I
! many parts of that land there are ro;)e means one i^t fimg at romance ally sends for him. He leaves happithe list are Peter Manning 156% i
separate paths for bicycles as well before settling down to middle-age ness to return to her. but he sees her
which has been there since 1922. and
Shady lanes of the English country
The couple sail on the Queen Mary at last for the selfish, empty creature
Dan Patch 156% which has occu
side. too narrow for autos, are ideal Fran has her first flirtation aboard she really is and goes back to the
pied that station for 31 years. While j
for touring on two wheels. In Nica ship. Arrived in Paris she becomes woman he loves—adv.
but two trotters stepped on the even ,
ragua. larger imported vehicles mav
figures there are no less than 11 pac- j
necessitate considerable expense, but sportsmen to suffer for long the five feet, to cover more distance with
ers which never got past that position I
bicycles in droves are imported from general ridicule toward riders of less pedaling, while the rear wheel
Any remedy for the prevention of
j England; swarms of them dispute the these Dandy-Horses
tagged along like a posteript. a foot
excessive scoring is worth trying but
i streets of Managua with ox-carts and
“Fifty years, however, brought high,
the proposed new’ rules one would
automobiles.
radical changes. A monument is
"By 1870 this 'highiwheeler,’ or
guess must prove too rigorous and, if !
erected in Bar-le-Duc, near Verdun, spider wheel.’ was having its day.
Netherlands Is Bicyclist's Paradise
rigidly enforced, would apparent;!' j
France, to the French locksmith Six-day bicycle races started. .Mount"Police on bicycles patrol the canai Michaux who suggested pedals for ing rtools were supplied at the race
cut any field of ten horses of present
paths of southern France. The wheels. One of his dissatisfied work- track for ascending the -giant cycle,
day training down to about two. Turn
ploughman homeward plods his weary men ran away and patented the Idea until builders began to construct
and walk for a certain distance, then
way' no longer; he pedals. At sun ln the United States. In Boston car- small steps on the rear of the frame,
come away at a six mile an hour jog j
rise peasant women briskly cycle to riage mavc'acturers began to lum
and then increase speed the turn to ,
"Frequent falls from this speedy
I market, their geese for foie gras si then^out. lumbering contrivances of model hastened its discard and
be made about 400 feet from the wire.
ting in rows on handlebar trays.
In recent years, the sole ambition
wood. These 'velocipedes' had wood- cueared the way for the 'safety'
of many seems to have 'been to j
"The bicycle population of Kcben- en pedals shaped like large spools. A cleared the way for the 'safety
“whirl ’em" and then get away as |
1 havn, Denmark, is a third as large as cord was pulled to put on the brake, Pneumatic tires, invented by an Irish
"Abe" Johnson of Brockton used to
the human population. Special police meiely pressing a wooden 'spoon' veterinarian for the comfort of his
Stuart Edwin and Betty Furness in “All American Chump."—adv.
express it “like a scairt cat."
direct the two-wheeled traffic.
little son. and ball bearings contribu
against the wheel to slow it.
To make the rule go I think it would
"Translatinig bicycles Into metal ted to the comfort of the cyclist. The
“The Netherlands levelness creates
have to be worded something like
a pedalist's paradise. There appear was another revolutionary step. Suc craze was on again, ushering in the
this, applied to two-year-olds in 37.
to be two schools of thought on the cessively came wire wheels, then metal Nineties, whose cycling days are
three-year-olds in '38 and after that
transportation problem: that wh.ch wheels with solid rubber tires, then celebrated in song. By 1896 it was
for mature horses the way they made |
advocates a whole bicycle for every tubular steel bicycles. The front estimated that the United States
The Shape of a Picturethe rule for abolishing the hopples ,
member of the famiiy. and that ap- wheel was enlarged to a diameter of had four million bike' riders."
some years ago.
proving a whole family or a major
Horizontal o. Vertical?
One of the “shirkingest" horses on
fraction on every bicycle. A common I
the road the writer ever drove would j
version of this famiiy vehicle carries
arch her neck end fold her knees in
a seat on front or rear for young.- |
regular horse show style if another i
sters. Here bicyces appear to react 1
By R F SERVICE
horse were trotting along the line of j
to tides. In the morning, they flow
A radio appearance with Rudi taken ln radio. He says the device
the pasture fence with all the airs of j
I steadiy toward business centers; in
Vallee taught Noel Coward and gives him a lot of new comedy
a "muster" horse. On other occasions ]
j the evening, steadiy away. At all
Gertrude Lawrence. Broadway stage angles.
stars, how to delete lines from their
if you wished to get along faster than
! times they outnumber automobiles,
•••Cecil B. DeMille had a hard
current Broad
five or six miles per hour there was
j The farmer in the reclaimed portion
way play. They time signing Jean Harlow for a
need of the persuader. It is just a
1 of the Zuider Zee can pedal while
had to make sev- Radio Theatre
little bit strange how many horses
, eral cuts in their role. She didn't
| wearing his wooden shoes.
j radio dramatiza- [answer letters
were in 2.10% in Maine last year and
“Climate does not affect the
tion to make it | a n (- telegrams
When the principal lines of a
perhaps with no likelihood of ever ,
fit.
Well cut he sent to her
Netherlander's affinity for the bicy
subject are horizontal, don’t
beating it. Hope they'll drop a lot of ;
t ese lines ou: home. “I was
cle.
He
is
addicted
to
it
even
in
Bah,
forget to hold the camera hori
of the play, too.' in New York,"
those perncious limiting clauses.
! Netherlands possession in the Far
zontally. Composition may be
j Coward said. "I Jean explained,
Most everyone will remember the
further Improved by enlarging
i East. There the white sand of the
hadn't noticed i Then she said
and trimming.
good little race mare Palestrina by ]
! before now that she didn't get an
1 tropical island's fabled beach is not
i we don' need answer from De
Atlantic Express that A. J. Wills of
ROM the standpoint of artistic
without its share of tracks from the
|1 them."
Mille Ior 10 days
Lawrence used to race down here also
composition the shape of a pic
| narrow rubber tire. Another remote
j after she did reture
makes
a
lot
of
difference.
This
having at the same time her half
Island wfhich the bicycle has reached
••• Joe Cook Ply- “1 was In
statement may seem axiomatic but
brother. Peter Look (p) 2.01%. Pales
“ went in training J New York, then,"
is
Yap.
how often do we snapshooters give
for his new radio DeMille explainRudy Vallee
trina is now a producer at Hanover
’In Germany bicycle tours are
thought to it in using our cameras?
show by visiting 1 ed- DeMille had
Shoe Farms and ts the dam of the
Jean Harlow
We all know that most cameras
Radio City studios while other broad- left for New
j popular Plump frauleins tear along
world's champion two year old trotter
casts were in progress. Joe decided | York the day
are so constructed as to give us a
' at 12 miles an hour, some holding
he was going to see as many broad- before Jean returned to Hollywood,
over a half mile track Mr. Watt 2.05
choice between horizontal and ver
| cotton umbrellas over their heads.
casts as possible. It doesn’t hurt to
tical pictures, depending upon OnPalestrina couldn't perhaps go quite
J Industrial centers are also cycling
see how the other fellow puts on a !
Proudest possession of Clarposition in which we hold the cam
as fast as some but she was fully equal
show, he says. He had been on the
bar ?°ne staI' s a. ‘jheek
I centers.
era, but ln the business of taking
air several times, but he had never
to racing as long as any.
pictures there seems to be a sort ot
"Bicycles are widely used not only
seen broadcasts as a member of the i- last line ln a national jingle contest.
The statistics credited Mabel, Jr.
psychology of laziness that makes
audience.
in England, but also in Ireland and
••• Phil Baker started 1937 with hls
with a new’ mark of 2.19 are all
us choose the way most convenient
- Scotland. Cycles in Belfast are more
••• Ozzie Nelson amuses Robert famous stooging
to our hands. With some cameras
wrong. She got a record of 2.14%
numerous than motors. The ScotsRipley of the "Believe-It-Or-Not" combination o f I
the vertical position seems easier
years and years ago though maybe
broadcast with stories of how his Beetle, Bottle, I
1 man. however, puts hls bike to a very
w
’
ith
others
the
horizontal,
and
tn
the name was spelled out Mabel
new son ls prog Agnes Moore1
practical
use,
such
as
delivering
the
change to the other position seems
ressing. Recent head and Harry
Junior. She was I think one of the
to require an effort. Too many of us
morning milk.
ly, when Rtpiey von Zell Intact.
last foals in Maine that were by Earl
don’t make the effort, when we
asked Ozzie how But he has a
"Bicycle tours are widely adver
Jr. (p) 2.01%.
should.
the boy was get new bandmaster
tised in Sweden, with such conveni
Imagine the waste of margin,
So, we go right on taking pictures
ting along, said for hls Sunday
if this picture had been taken
ences as exclusive paths and the ob
the easier way without bothering
Ozzie:
"Fine. evening pro
RESCUED A BUCK
with the camera horizontal.
He's already grams over CBS
about the shape of them, when a lit
liging midnight sun to light a long
won a bet from Oscar Bradley,
tle thought and little more than a sure that the lines which give
journey without headlights.
Threi? Damariscotta Men Made
me on a fight I ’ noted musical
twist of the wrist would make all length to your subject parallel the
conductor of
“The passion Ior man-power transChritrreali Happy Fcf Antlered
the difference between good and long edges of the film, thus avoiding
•••Sedley many London
' portaition is not limited to Europe.
Animal
bad composition. Remember that an overbalance of margin above and
Brown and Allie an d Broadway
In Tripoli, for example northern
the lines enclosing a picture are al below or to the right and left, as
Lowe Miles used hits, now wields
Oscar Bradley
most as much a part of its composi the case may be.
Africans ride to mosque on bicycles
Working on an ice boat at Pema
a device to dis the baton. He
tion as the lines Inside.
So much for planning the shape
guise a man’s was orchestra
and stack them outside on the j
quid Pond ‘Christmas. Horace T.
voice so his wife leader for the late Will Rogers.
Snapshot albums show all too ot a picture before you take it, but
ground.
Poland. Kendall Woods and Ray
Robert Ripley
wouldn't recog
many pictures of vertical subjects, composition can be improved, in
••• Haven MacQuarrle launched
mond Huntley’ saw what they
"The Far Eastern concentration
nize him on the hls program, "Do You Want to be
including persons in full length deed often much improved, by shap
"Husbands
and
Wives"
broadcast.
thought was a ridge m the ice out in
point for bicycles is Japan, where (
poses with a vast waste of margin, ing the picture after you take it.
au Actor?" strictly for the amuse
there are almost six million for sixty j They now offer it to all who would ment it would provide radio listeners
the middle of the lake. They paid no
right and left, because they W’ere There are two ways ot doing it. You
like
to
appear,
but
have
stayed
away
However, to date 12 people have been
taken with the camera in horizontal may reduce the margins and, in
attention to it.
million people, twenty times the pro
for the same reason.
awarded dramatic and comedy roles
position. This is bad. because, for some cases, also cut out distracting
But that afternoon. Woods, while
portion tn 'the United States. Al
one thing, the excess of margin di objects by trimming the print; or,
• • • Raymond ln the movies as
trying the boat, found that the sup
though the jinrtkisha is popularly
Paige is one of a result of pic
minishes the importance of the sub still more effectively, you may mask
posed ridge of ice was a 10-point
considered the epitome of oriental
radio's most ture directors'
ject and for another, distracting ob the negative so as to leave a se
active
maestri interest in the
buck that had in some mysterious
transportation, it is far outnumbered ,
jects are usually present on one side lected portion and, from this por
there days. In program.
manner fallen on the ice and was
or the other. That snapshot Of tion, have an enlargement made.
in Tokyo by bicycles.
addition to hls
Thus, a vertical subject in a verti
Mother picking flowers in the gar
••• Colonel
unable to rise.
"Such widespread use of cycles is (
Friday night
cal
panel
that
has
cut
out
detail
on
den
is
an
excellent
likeness,
but
comparatively
recent,
for
their
earliI
program from Stoopnagle likes
Fastening the sheet from the boat
why the corner of the garage on the the sides becomes much more Im
the Coast, which to write his air
to the exhausted deer s antlers Woods
er popularity was spasmodic. The
left margin and clothes reel on the pressive; its height and importance
ls
among radio's script lying on
sccjgbt aid from the other two mem
first craze was for the walk-bicycle, j
right? These ugly objects would have been enhanced. Similarly, with
“big four." he the noor. Hls
or pedestrian curricle, developed In j
bers of the trio and the three dragged
has auditioned wife bought him
have been eliminated if the up-and- a horizontal subject a horizontal
more than one a new desk two
panel will emphasize Its “repose"
the deer ashore.
France and popularized in England
down view had been. used.
hundred artists weeks ago in the
In the case of scenic pictures, a lines and accentuate its sweep.
about 1820 by the British coachimaker
Still alive, ibut too feeble to resist
for the 159-volce hope of break
Most
good
pictorial
work,
such
as
spreading
landscape
and
such
sub

Denis Johnson. It was simply an
their efforts, the big buck was made
glee club which ing the habit
finds a place in salons because of its
jects
as
a
flock
of
sheep
or
a
herd
Invention for walking on wheels, a
as comfortable and allowed to rest.
he ls grooming The Colonel sat
of cattle almost always call for the artistic excellence, is usually the
there for four Colonel Stoopnagle
Raymond Paige for radio work.
wooden
rail
mounted
on
two
grooved
That, apparently, was all that he
hours without
horizontal position, but no less combined result of choosing the
wooden
w
’
heels.
propelled
‘
scooter'
needed for within 15 minutes he had
••• Ed Wynn enjoys playing host hatching a single Idea. Now he ls
often does a picture of a tree, a right camera position, masking the
fashion.
Even Jonnson's riding
recovered and disappeared into the
lo a weekly guest star more than back at floor writing again and is
waterfall or a skyscraper demand negative and trimming the print.
school could not induce current an} thing he has previously under- much happier.
woods.
til? vertical, It j« Limply waking
JOHN VAN GUILDER
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Because Gov. Barrows Will Have Lots
To Say In Inaugural Address

Word From Two Camden
Street Grades Taught By
’ Governor-elect Lewis O. Barrows
Madlene Rogers
of Maine ts completing his “lengthy"

The Third and Fourth Grades of Inaugural address which Is scheduled
the Camden Street School, taught by to take place Inaugural day. Jan. 7,
Miss Madlene Rogers, reports thus , at the session of tne 88.h legislature.
for the past term:
Earrows said the address would be
Pupils not absent for this term ot
school are Charlotte Munroe. Laura I "quite lengthy" and contain consid
Munro. Doris Gray, Albert Grant erable detail. He believed it would
require an hour to deliver the mesand Joseph Hill
i.
During this term we have held two sage.
Among those who wUl listen to
arithmetic contests. Lee Jackson.
Carlton Thurston. Herbert Brazier Barrow's message will be members cf
and Carolyn (Candage winning the the new all Republican Executive
first and Lee Jackson, John Brann and ! Council who will be elected at the
Herbert Brazier winning the second. j convening of the new legislature,
A spelling race has given the chil i Justices of the Supreme Judicial
dren a great incentive for spelling. ! Court will be invited to attend the
•
Two cars have raced from Rockland exercises.
to New York and back Grade four
won the first race, but Grade three is Installed in the room and the pupils
have been thoroughly instructed in
well in the lead in the second race.
A thriving grocery store occupies' fire drills. Also a much needed clock
the back of the room. Each Friday is has been added to the room. Both
market day and the children buy and rooms were prettily decorated in sea
sell and are learning to make change sonal trimmings and Christmas trees.
in a satisfactory manner.
A harmonica band has been start
ed and at present there are 15 taking
Informal
lessons.
We have had the following visitors
this term: Mrs. Brann. Mrs. Carter.
Mrs Jackson. Mrs Rcbinson and
Supt. Cumming.
Friday afternoon the thtrd and
fourth grades Joined the lower grades
in a jolly Christmas party tn Miss
Gay's room. A program of Christ
mas carols, drills and recitations was
enjoyed.
Sub Prmary Grades 1 and 2, Alice
M. Gay teacher
Pupils present every day this term
are: Donald Day, Ethel Smith. Glenice
Munro and Grace Smith.
The score for the morning inspec
tion contest was a tie between Ethel
NEW YEAR’S EVE
and Grace Smith.
15
Piece Orchestra 15
Visitors this term were Mrs. Cates
Every
Cent To The Furnishing
and Mr. Cumming.
Tickets 50 Cents 156-157
A new fire extinguisher has been

NEW YEAR’S DANCE

Community Building
Auditorium

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S
Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modern ln every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround tbe hotel Many rooms with private balconiea.

HOTEL

Booklet

on
Application

June to
October

GRALYNN

B. H. Maae
Manager

Corner Second Street

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford
Del. Cn.

and First A venae

N. T.

Moderate Rates

Dining Room Service Vniurpaaaed

Right Out Of The Air

F

i

GULF STREAM HOTEL
LAKE WORTH. FLORIDA
In the Palm Beach Area. Six miles south of Palm Beach.

Everything Florida Has—We Have. Hotel directly faces Lake
Worth. Only one-half mile from one of the finest beaches on
the Atlantic Coast. Pic turesque and interesting Golf Course
100 yards away. Horseback Riding—Tennii. One and onequarter hours from Hialeah Rare Track, Miami.
L. R. HAWKINS, General Manager

156-tf
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MIAMI xcm/eXi
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The mere kne»Irdqe lhal al the Columbus. you are indeed al Ihe
social and qmqraphical cen'er ol Ihinqs lends a sense ol *ell-beinq

lhal enhances y our ent ire slay

llnl Cohnnbus charm is rooted deep in

practical foundations in quiet luxury of appoinlmenls. in prolitienry
in providing Ihe crcalorc comlorls. in superior sen ice

Two entire

llirnrs ol public rooms, indiv idual decorations. baths with both tub and
shiner, complete soli water planl steam heal unique sevenlrenlh

door dining room-added lo centralized convenience tn every

business and recreational activity-these are foremost amonq Ihe
many factors lhal contribute lo complete vacation enioymenl in

Miaiuis finest Hotel

ffama/HVNj rue jJituRf,

AMI’S

B UrI

IVerr faltj

0 R T

HOTEL

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

HATES:
5-iqle
Ox, to

riRCST

Write or

to Your hotel in BOSTON
It

All ROOMS WITH SATB

«6<Uy Mt«s

500 Rooms
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUBS SHOWER

MANGER

« NORTH STATION
• trwiyota-

TRAIN' ttyour ROOM*

